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Abstract

This thesis studies topological and algebraic aspects of higher dimensional local fields

and relations to other neighbouring research areas such as nonarchimedean functional

analysis and higher dimensional arithmetic geometry.

We establish how a higher local field can be described as a locally convex space once

an embedding of a local field into it has been fixed. We study the resulting spaces from

a functional analytic point of view: in particular we introduce and study bounded, c-

compact and compactoid submodules of characteristic zero higher local fields. We show

how these spaces are isomorphic to their appropriately topologized duals and study the

implications of this fact in terms of polarity.

We develop a sequential-topological study of rational points of schemes of finite type

over local rings typical in higher dimensional number theory and algebraic geometry.

These rings are certain types of multidimensional complete fields and their rings of

integers and include higher local fields. Our results extend the constructions of Weil over

(one-dimensional) local fields. We establish the existence of an appropriate topology on

the set of rational points of schemes of finite type over the rings considered, study the

functoriality of this construction and deduce several properties.
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Introduction

A zero-dimensional local field is a finite field. An n-dimensional local field, for n ≥ 1, is

a complete discrete valuation field such that its residue field is an (n − 1)-dimensional

local field.

Higher local fields and other closely related objects appear as local components in the

adeles associated to n-dimensional schemes by Parshin [Par76] and Beilinson [Bĕı80]. As

such, they generalise the role that (one-dimensional) local fields play as local components

of the adele ring of a projective smooth curve over a finite field.

Establishing results for higher local fields by trying to generalise what is known

for one-dimensional local fields is far from an easy job. The algebraic and topological

methods which are sufficient and give a rather clear description of the one-dimensional

situation turn out to be somewhat limited as soon as we move to dimensions two and

higher.

As an example of such behaviour, we could mention higher class field theory: the

right object to consider as the domain of the reciprocity map for an n-dimensional

local field is not its group of units, but its n-th Milnor K-group, a considerably more

complicated object [Par84], [Kat79], [Kat80], [Kat82].

Regarding topological aspects, Parshin initially introduced so-called higher topolo-

gies in his work; Fesenko successfully used several topologies on higher local fields, their

unit groups and their Milnor K-groups, including sequential saturations, in order to

achieve a deeper understanding of local class field theory [Fes01]. This use of several

topologies simultaneously is a feature that appears in other parts of higher number

theory.

On a different direction, Kato pointed out that the topological language is not well-
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suited for n-dimensional local fields and advocated in [Kat00] for replacing topology

in favour of ind- and pro- categories. This categorical point of view and associated

derivations have been further developed in other works such as [Kap01], [Kap], [Pre11].

From this categorical point of view, we deduce many properties from the fact that

higher local fields may be described as iterated inductive and projective limits of finite-

dimensional objects. For example, in positive characteristic, this point of view leads

to the treatment of topologies on higher local fields using linear topological tools and

replacing the absence of local compactness by local linear compactness.

One of the achievements of this thesis is the extension of this linear topological point

of view to the case of higher local fields of characteristic zero. The absence of a structure

of infinite dimensional vector space over a finite field is replaced by the structure of an

infinite dimensional vector space over a nonarchimedean local field; we show that such

a structure is canonical whenever our characteristic zero higher local field is obtained

from a complete flag on an arithmetic scheme (cf. §1.3.3).

The language of locally convex spaces over a local field is suitable for the description

of higher topologies, and this triggers the need to develop a systematic study of the prop-

erties of characteristic zero higher local fields from the point of view of nonarchimedean

functional analysis. This is the object of Chapters §2 and §3.

Further, these are the first steps in the development of a new theory at the intersec-

tion of nonarchimedean functional analysis and higher number theory.

In §2 we prove that a higher topology on a two-dimensional local field induces the

structure of a locally convex topological vector space, provided an embedding of a local

field into the two-dimensional local field has been fixed beforehand. This application

of functional theoretic tools to the study of higher local fields opens a new direction of

research and several natural questions arise with many associated developments. In the

rest of the chapter we study the behaviour of the resulting spaces; it changes dramatically

depending on the residue characteristic of the two-dimensional local field. Namely, equal-

characteristic two-dimensional fields are bornological, reflexive and nuclear while all

such properties may be shown to fail in the mixed characteristic case. Such discrepancy

regarding the residue characteristic of the field is a new phenomenon which does not
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occur in other approaches to the study of higher local fields.

It is also possible to study which properties hold in all cases: two-dimensional local

fields are isomorphic to their appropriately topologized dual spaces, cf. Theorem 2.4.2.

Moreover, certain subsets of two-dimensional local fields that had not been considered

yet arise as the classes of bounded and compactoid submodules. From self-duality we

can identify the field and its dual and study polarity, which is a map on the class

of submodules of the two-dimensional local field which exchanges open lattices and

compactoid submodules. The latter class of submodules is expected to have certain

finiteness properties which are suitable generalisations of the role played by compact

submodules in the theory of local fields, as they are analogous to linearly compact

subspaces of a linear topological space. The results described in this paragraph can be

extended to the case of arbitrary dimensional local fields; this is the goal of §3.

One of the general conclusions that we extract from our functional analytic approach

is that bornology may be a better language to understand higher local fields in replace-

ment of topology. Just like a topology on a set is the minimum amount of information

required to be able to speak about neighbourhood of a point and continuous map, a

bornology on a set is the minimum amount of information required to be able to speak

about bounded set and bounded map (cf. §1.1). We show how either the Von-Neumann

bornology or the bornology generated by compactoid submodules on a higher local field

define a structure of bornological algebra (cf. Proposition 3.3.4, §5.1). Bornological

tools have seldom been used in number theory, although the works of Meyer deserve a

mention [Mey04], [Mey05].

Perhaps it is necessary to explain the need to treat the arbitrary dimensional case

separately. The two-dimensional case often supplies the first step of induction, or at least

the first non-trivial step; therefore it is a good idea to treat it first. At the same time,

the cases for dimension greater than two quickly turn into a rather involved exercise

in notation and the application of arguments which are familiar from the case n = 2.

As such, the proof of many results in §3 often refers to §2 for the case n = 2 and then

indicates how to proceed by induction.

Furthermore, there are many relevant functional analytic properties which may be
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shown to hold in the two-dimensional case and which fail in greater dimension or which

one could only expect to hold in few particular cases; being bornological, reflexive or

nuclear is an example of such properties.

It is still possible to give explicit bases for the bornologies of bounded and compactoid

O-submodules of F . We also show an explicit self-duality result in Theorem 3.5.3 which

generalises Theorem 2.4.2 to higher dimensions.

Out of the work carried in this direction, two research papers [Cáma], [Cámb] have

been written and submitted for publication.

Our functional theoretic approach to topologies on higher local fields is of a linear

nature. This excludes the study of nonlinear aspects, such as continuity of polynomial

maps: it is a well-known fact that a higher local field endowed with a higher topology

is not a topological ring.

It is however possible to use sequential topological tools in this setting, since the mul-

tiplication map is sequentially continuous. In Chapter §4 we use a sequential approach

to the study of rational points over higher local fields and their valuation rings.

Sets of rational points on schemes of finite type over local fields or, more generally,

topological rings may be topologized in a satisfactory way [Con]. The locally compact

topologies obtained in the particular case of algebraic groups over local fields allow us

to introduce and develop the theory of Tamagawa measures and Tamagawa numbers

[Wei82].

In §1.2 we introduce the notion of sequential ring: a ring R endowed with a topology

for which its underlying additive group is a topological group and such that multipli-

cation R × R → R is a sequentially continuous map. The main example we know of

sequential ring is a higher local field.

Using sequential topological arguments, we extend the one-dimensional constructions

to the arbitrary dimensional case in Chapter §4. The main result in this direction is

Theorem 4.2.2: for a sequential local ring R satisfying some conditions and a scheme

of finite type X → Spec R, the set X(R) admits a sequentially saturated topology

which is functorial, carries open (resp. closed) immersions of schemes to open (resp.

closed) topological embeddings, fibred products to fibred products, gives A1
R(R) = R
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the sequential saturation of the given topology and gives Hausdorff topological spaces

when applied to separated schemes. Moreover, these conditions characterize X(R) as a

topological space.

Out of this line of work, a research paper [Cámc] has been written and submitted

for publication.

Besides the aforementioned chapters, which contain the bulk of our own work, this

thesis contains two other chapters. In Chapter §1 we take the time to introduce notions

and results in several topics which are relevant to the thesis but which are not original

research work: these are a summary of the theory of locally convex vector spaces over

a local field, an introduction to several aspects of sequential topologies and a brief

introduction to the theory of higher local fields.

We also take the time in §5 to gather some conclusions and outline several new

directions of work motivated by our results.
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Chapter 1

Prerequisites

It is our purpose to use this initial chapter of the thesis as a place in which to summarise

some preliminary topics. We will also take the chance to fix some notations conveniently.

The contents of this chapter are not part of our research, although some definitions have

been introduced in our work for the first time and we have supplied proofs for some well-

known results for which no proof seemed to be available in the literature. Therefore, we

do not claim originality for any result contained in this chapter.

Section §1.1 contains a review of some definitions and results about the theory of

locally convex vector spaces over a local field, and will set basic notations necessary for

Chapters §2 and §3.

From a different point of view, we discuss a few aspects of sequential topologies on

groups and rings in §1.2. These are necessary for the discussions in Chapter §4.

In §1.3 we will introduce higher local fields, describe their structure and discuss

higher topologies. This section is key for pretty much any further chapters of the thesis.

Notation. Whenever F is a complete discrete valuation field, we will denote by OF , pF ,

πF , F its ring of integers, the unique nonzero prime ideal in the ring of integers, an

element of valuation one and the residue field, respectively.

1.1 Locally convex spaces over a local field

In this section we summarise some concepts and fix some notation regarding locally

convex vector spaces over a local field.
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Chapter 1: Prerequisites

Let us fix for the rest of this section a characteristic zero local field K, that is, a finite

extension of Qp for some prime p. The cardinality of the finite field K will be denoted

by q. The absolute value of K will be denoted by | · |, normalised so that |πK | = q−1.

Due to far too frequent apparitions in the text, we will ease notation by letting O := OK

and p := pK .

The theory of locally convex vector spaces over a nonarchimedean field is well de-

veloped in the literature, so we will keep a concise exposition of the facts that we will

require later. Both [Sch02] and [PGS10] are very good references on the topic.

Let V be a K-vector space. A lattice in V is an O-submodule Λ ⊆ V such that for

any v ∈ V there is an element a ∈ K× such that av ∈ Λ. This is equivalent to having

Λ⊗O K ∼= V

as K-vector spaces. A subset of V is said to be convex if it is of the form v + Λ for

v ∈ V and Λ a lattice in V . A vector space topology on V is said to be locally convex if

the filter of neighbourhoods of zero admits a collection of lattices as a basis.

A seminorm on V is a map ‖ · ‖ : V → R such that:

(i) ‖λv‖ = |λ| · ‖v‖ for every λ ∈ K, v ∈ V ,

(ii) ‖v + w‖ ≤ max (‖v‖, ‖w‖) for all v, w ∈ V .

These conditions imply in particular that a seminorm only takes non-negative values

and that ‖0‖ = 0. A seminorm ‖ · ‖ is said to be a norm if ‖x‖ = 0 implies x = 0.

The gauge seminorm of a lattice Λ ⊆ V is defined by the rule:

‖ · ‖Λ : V → R, v 7→ inf
v∈aΛ

|a|. (1.1)

Given a family of seminorms {‖ · ‖j}j∈J on V , there is a unique coarsest vector

space topology on V making the maps ‖ · ‖j : V → R continuous for every j ∈ J . Such

topology is locally convex: since the intersection of a finite number of lattices is a lattice,

the closed balls

Bj(ε) = {v ∈ V ; ‖v‖j ≤ ε} , ε ∈ R>0, j ∈ J

2



Chapter 1: Prerequisites

supply a subbasis of neighbourhoods of zero consisting of open lattices. Note that the

use of the adjective closed here is, as usual in this setting, an imitation of the analogous

archimedean convention. Topologically, Bj(ε) and {v ∈ V ; ‖v‖j < ε} are both open and

closed.

A locally convex topology can be described in terms of lattices or in terms of semi-

norms; passing from one point of view to the other is a simple matter of language.

A locally convex vector space V is said to be normable if its topology may be defined

by a single norm. By saying that V is normed K-vector space, we will imply that we are

considering a norm on it and that we regard the space together with the locally convex

topology defined by a norm.

For a locally convex vector space V , a subset B ⊂ V is bounded if for any open lattice

Λ ⊂ V there is an a ∈ K such that B ⊆ aΛ. Alternatively, B is bounded if for every

continuous seminorm ‖ · ‖ on V we have

sup
v∈B
‖v‖ <∞.

A locally convex K-vector space V is bornological if any seminorm which is bounded on

bounded sets is continuous. A linear map between locally convex vector spaces V →W

is said to be bounded if the image of any bounded subset of V is a bounded subset of

W .

More generally, a bornology on a set X is a collection B of subsets of X which cover

X, is hereditary under inclusion and stable under finite union. We say that the elements

of B are bounded sets and the pair (X,B) is referred to as a bornological space [HN77,

Chapter I].

Just like a topology on a set is the minimum amount of information required in order

to have a notion of open set and continuous map, a bornology on a set is the minimum

amount of information required in order to have a notion of bounded set and bounded

map, the latter being a map between two bornological spaces which preserves bounded

sets. A basis for a bornology B on a set is a subfamily B0 ⊂ B such that every element

of B is contained in an element of B0.

The bornology which we have described above for a locally convex vector space V is

3



Chapter 1: Prerequisites

known as the Von-Neumann bornology [HN71, §I.2], and it is compatible with the vector

space structure, meaning that the vector space operations are bounded maps. Moreover,

the Von-Neumann bornology on a locally convex vector space is convex, as it admits a

basis given by convex subsets [HN71, §I.6].

Open lattices in a non-archimedean locally convex space are also closed [Sch02, §6].

A locally convex space V is said to be barrelled if any closed lattice is open.

Among many general ways to construct locally convex spaces [Sch02, §5], we will

require the use of products.

Proposition 1.1.1. Let {Vi}i∈I be a family of locally convex K-vector spaces, and let

V =
∏
i∈I Vi. Then the product topology on V is locally convex.

Proof. See [Sch02, §5.C]. If {Λi,j}j denotes the set of open lattices of Vi for i ∈ I, then

the set of open lattices of V is given by finite intersections of lattices of the form π−1
i Λi,j .

Equivalently, the product topology on V is the one defined by all seminorms of the

form

v 7→ sup
i,j
‖πi(v)‖i,j ,

where {‖ · ‖i,j}j is a defining family of seminorms for Vi for all i ∈ I, πi : V → Vi is the

corresponding projection and the supremum is taken over a finite collection of indices

i, j.

Similarly, if (Xi,Bi)i∈I is a collection of bornological sets, the product bornology on

X =
∏
i∈I Xi is the one defined by taking as a basis the sets of the form B =

∏
i∈I Bi

with Bi ∈ Bi [HN77, §2.2].

Another construction which we will require is that of inductive limits. Let V be a

K-vector space and {Vi}i∈I be a collection of locally convex K-vector spaces. Let, for

each i ∈ I, fi : Vi → V be a K-linear map. The final topology for the collection {fi}i∈I

is not locally convex in general. However, there is a finest locally convex topology on

V making the map fi continuous for every i ∈ I [Sch02, §5.D]. That topology is called

the locally convex final topology on V . Inductive limits and direct sums of locally convex

spaces are particular examples of such construction.

4



Chapter 1: Prerequisites

Definition 1.1.2. Suppose that V is a K-vector space and that we have an increasing

sequence of vector subspaces V1 ⊆ V2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ V such that V = ∪n∈NVn. Suppose that

for each n ∈ N, Vn is equipped with a locally convex topology such that Vn ↪→ Vn+1 is

continuous. Then the final locally convex topology on V is called the strict inductive

limit topology.

Let us fix, from now until the end of the present section, a locally convex vector space

V . In order to discuss completeness issues, we require to deal not only with sequences,

but arbitrary nets.

Let I be a directed set. A net in V is a family of vectors (vi)i∈I ⊂ V . A sequence

is a net which is indexed by the set of natural numbers. The net (vi)i∈I converges to a

vector v, and we shall write vi → v, if for any ε > 0 and continuous seminorm ‖ · ‖ on

V , there is an index i ∈ I such that for every j ≥ i we have ‖vj − v‖ ≤ ε. Similarly,

the net (vi)i∈I is said to be Cauchy if for any ε > 0 and continuous seminorm ‖ · ‖ on V

there is an index i ∈ I such that for every pair of indices j, k ≥ i we have ‖vj − vk‖ ≤ ε.

Definition 1.1.3. A subset A ⊆ V is said to be complete if any Cauchy net in A

converges to a vector in A.

A K-Banach space is a complete normed locally convex vector space. V is said to be

a Fréchet space if it is complete and its locally convex topology is metrizable. A locally

convex vector space is said to be an LF-space if it may be constructed as a countable

inductive limit of Fréchet spaces.

Example 1.1.4. K is a Fréchet space. There is a unique locally convex topology on

any finite dimensional K-vector space which defines a structure of Fréchet space [Sch02,

Proposition 4.13].

In general, the usual topological notion of compactness is not very powerful for the

study of infinite dimensional vector spaces over non-archimedean fields. This is why we

prefer to use the language of c-compactness, which is anO-linear concept of compactness.

Definition 1.1.5. Let A be an O-submodule of V . A is said to be c-compact if, for any

5
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decreasing filtered family {Λi}i∈I of open lattices of V , the canonical map

A→ lim←−
i∈I

A/ (Λi ∩A)

is surjective.

Example 1.1.6. The base field K is c-compact as a K-vector space [Sch02, §12]. This

shows that a c-compact module need not be bounded.

This property may be phrased in a more topological way.

Proposition 1.1.7. An O-submodule A ⊆ V is c-compact if and only if for any family

{Ci}i∈I of closed convex subsets Ci ⊆ A such that
⋂
i∈I Ci = ∅ there are finitely many

indices i1, . . . , im ∈ I such that Ci1 ∩ . . . ∩ Cim = ∅.

Proof. See [Sch02, Lemma 12.1.ii and subsequent paragraph].

Proposition 1.1.8. Let {Vh}h∈H be a collection of locally convex K-vector spaces, and

for each h ∈ H let Ah ⊆ Vh be a c-compact O-submodule. Then
∏
h∈H Ah is c-compact

in
∏
h∈H Vh.

Proof. [Sch02, Prop. 12.2].

Another notion which is used in this setting is that of a compactoid O-module; it is

a notion which is analogous to that of relative compactness in the archimedean setting.

Definition 1.1.9. Let A ⊆ V be an O-submodule. A is compactoid if for any open

lattice Λ of V there are finitely many vectors v1, . . . , vm ∈ V such that

A ⊆ Λ +Ov1 + · · ·+Ovm.

Let A ⊆ V be an O-submodule. If A is c-compact, then it is closed and complete.

Similarly, if A is compactoid then it is bounded. [Sch02, §12].

Proposition 1.1.10. Let A ⊆ V be an O-submodule. The following are equivalent.

(i) A is c-compact and bounded.

6



Chapter 1: Prerequisites

(ii) A is compactoid and complete.

Proof. [Sch02, Prop. 12.7].

The collection of compactoid O-submodules of V generates a bornology which is a

priori weaker than the one given by the locally convex topology.

Remark 1.1.11. It should be pointed out that the locally convex vector spaces that

we consider in this work are always defined over a local field, which is discretely valued

and, therefore, locally compact and spherically complete. This implies that the general

theory of locally convex spaces over a nonarchimedean complete field simplifies in our

setting. In particular, for an O-submodule A ⊆ V , compactoidicity and completeness

imply compactness [PGS10, Theorem 3.8.3]. We choose, however, to use the language

of c-compact and compactoid submodules.

If V,W are two locally convexK-vector spaces, a linear map f : V →W is continuous

as soon as the pull-back of a continuous seminorm is a continuous seminorm. We denote

the K-vector space of continuous linear maps between V and W by L(V,W ).

The space L(V,W ) may be topologized in the following way. Let B be a collection

of bounded subsets of V . For any continuous seminorm ‖ · ‖ on W and B ∈ B, consider

the seminorm

‖ · ‖B : L(V,W )→ R, f 7→ sup
v∈B
‖f(v)‖.

Definition 1.1.12. We write LB(V,W ) for the space of continuous linear maps from

V to W endowed with the locally convex topology defined by the seminorms ‖ · ‖B, for

every continuous seminorm ‖ · ‖ on W and B ∈ B.

In the particular case in which B consists of all bounded sets of V , we write Lb(V,W )

for the resulting space, which is then said to have the topology of uniform convergence,

or b-topology. If B consists only of the singletons {v} for v ∈ V , we denote the resulting

space by Ls(V,W ) and say that it has the topology of point-wise convergence. Finally,

if B is the collection of compactoid O-submodules of V , we denote the resulting space

by Lc(V,W ) and say that it has the topology of uniform convergence on compactoid

submodules, or c-topology.

7
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There are two cases of particular interest: the topological dual space V ′ = L(V,K),

and the endomorphism ring L(V ) = L(V, V ). We denote V ′s , V
′
b , V

′
c , Ls(V ),Lb(V ) and

Lc(V ) for the corresponding topologies of point-wise convergence, uniform convergence

and uniform convergence on compactoid submodules, respectively.

The choice of a family of bounded subsets B of V does not affect V ′B as a set, but

it does affect the bidual space. As such, in the category of locally convex vector spaces

over K, it is an interesting issue to classify which spaces are isomorphic, algebraically

and/or topologically, to certain bidual spaces through the duality maps

δ : V → (V ′B)′, v 7→ δv(l) = l(v). (1.2)

The best possible case is when δ induces a topological isomorphism between V and

(V ′b )′b; in this case we say that V is reflexive.

Proposition 1.1.13. Every locally convex reflexive K-vector space is barrelled.

Proof. [Sch02, Lemma 15.4].

The notion of polarity plays a role in the study of duality, as it provides us with a

way of relating O-submodules of V to O-submodules of V ′.

Definition 1.1.14. If A ⊆ V is an O-submodule, we define its pseudo-polar by

Ap =
{
l ∈ V ′; |l(v)| < 1 for all v ∈ A

}
.

The pseudo-bipolar of A is

App = {v ∈ V ; |l(v)| < 1 for all l ∈ Ap} .

Taking the pseudo-polar of an O-submodule of V gives an O-submodule of V ′.

We have that l ∈ Ap if and only if l(A) ⊆ p. Note that the traditional notion of

polar relaxes the condition in the definition of pseudo-polar to |l(v)| ≤ 1 or, equivalently,

l(A) ⊆ O. Introducing the distinction is an important technical detail, as pseudo-

polarity is a better-behaved notion in the nonarchimedean setting.

8
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Proposition 1.1.15. Let A ⊆ V be an O-submodule. We have

(i) If A ⊆ B ⊆ V is another O-submodule, then Bp ⊆ Ap.

(ii) Ap is closed in V ′s .

(iii) Let B be any collection of bounded subsets of V . If A ∈ B, then Ap is an open

lattice in V ′B.

(iv) App is equal to the closure of A in V .

Proof. Statements (i), (ii) and (iii) are part of [Sch02, Lemma 13.1]. (iv) is [Sch02,

Proposition 13.4].

In order to conclude this section we define nuclear spaces. For any submodule A ⊆ V ,

denote VA := A⊗OK, endowed with the locally convex topology associated to the gauge

seminorm ‖ · ‖A. VA may not be a Hausdorff space, but its completion

V̂A := lim←−
n∈Z

VA/π
nA

is a K-Banach space.

Definition 1.1.16. V is said to be nuclear if for any open lattice Λ ⊆ V there exists

another open lattice M ⊆ Λ such that the canonical map V̂M → V̂Λ is compact, that

is: there is an open lattice in V̂M such that the closure of its image is bounded and

c-compact.

Proposition 1.1.17. We have:

(i) An O-submodule of a nuclear space is bounded if and only if it is compactoid.

(ii) Arbitrary products of nuclear spaces are nuclear.

(iii) Strict inductive limits of nuclear spaces are nuclear.

Proof. (i) is [Sch02, Proposition 19.2], (ii) is [Sch02, Proposition 19.7] and (iii) is [Sch02,

Corollary 19.8].

9
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1.2 Sequential topology on groups and rings

We review a few aspects about the category of sequential topological spaces. Details

about the topics contained in this section may be found in [Fra65] and [Fra67].

When dealing with the elements of a sequence, the expression almost all may be

safely replaced by all but finitely many.

Let (X, τ) be a topological space.

Definition 1.2.1. A sequence (xn)n ⊂ X converges to x ∈ X if for every open neigh-

bourhood U of x in X, almost all of the elements in the sequence (xn)n belong to U .

That is: there exists n0 ∈ N such that xn ∈ U for n ≥ n0.

We will use the notation xn → x whenever (xn)n ⊂ X is a sequence which converges

to x ∈ X.

In general, specifying the set of convergent sequences of a set X does not determine

a unique topology on X, but rather a whole family of topologies. Among them, there is

one which is maximal in the sense that it is the finest: the sequential saturation.

Definition 1.2.2. A subset A of X is sequentially open if for any sequence (xn)n in X

convergent to x ∈ A, there is an index n0 ∈ N such that xn ∈ A for n ≥ n0.

Proposition 1.2.3. Every open set is sequentially open. The collection of sequentially

open sets of X defines a topology τs on X, finer than τ .

The natural map (X, τs)→ (X, τ), given by the identity on the set X, is continuous.

Definition 1.2.4. The space (X, τs) is called the sequential saturation of (X, τ). When-

ever τ = τs, we shall simply say that X is sequential.

Remark 1.2.5. A subset C ⊆ X is sequentially closed if for every xn → x in X, xn ∈ C

for every n implies x ∈ C. This condition is equivalent to X \C being sequentially open.

We could have defined τs by specifying that its closed sets are all sequentially closed

sets in (X, τ).

Proposition 1.2.6. Let f : X → Y be a map between topological spaces. The following

are equivalent:

10
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(i) For any convergent sequence xn → x in X, the sequence (f(xn))n converges to

f(x) in Y .

(ii) The preimage under f of any sequentially open set in Y is sequentially open.

(iii) The map f : (X, τs)→ Y is continuous.

When this situation holds, we say that f is a sequentially continuous map.

Any continuous map is sequentially continuous. Hence, sequential continuity is a

weaker condition than ordinary continuity. In a sequential space, the topology is essen-

tially controlled by sequences.

Example 1.2.7. Any metric space is a sequential space. More generally, any first

countable space is sequential [Fra65, §1].

Example 1.2.8. The Stone-Čech compactification of a topological spaceX is the unique

Hausdorff compact space βX provided with a continuous map X → βX such that for

any Hausdorff compact space Y and any continuous map f : X → Y there is a unique

map βf : βX → Y such that the diagram

X
f //

��

Y

βX
βf

==||||||||

commutes. The Stone-Čech compactification of the natural numbers, βN, is an example

of a space which is not sequential [Gor, Example 1.1]. Despite being compact, βN is

not sequentially compact. In this space, the closure of a set does not consist only of the

limits of all sequences in that set, and a function from βN to another topological space

may be sequentially continuous but not continuous.

Let Seq denote the subcategory of sequential topological spaces. Taking the sequen-

tial saturation of a topological space defines a functor Top→ Seq, whose restriction to

sequential spaces is the identity functor Seq→ Seq.

Some of the usual constructions in Top are not inherited by Seq. The product of

topological spaces is a remarkable example of such failure. Other examples of operations
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which do not behave well with respect to sequential saturation are function spaces and

subspaces [Fra65, Example 1.8]. However, open and closed subspaces and open and

closed images are closed constructions in Seq [Fra65, Prop. 1.9].

These sort of problems may be addressed by performing the usual construction in

Top, and then taking the sequential saturation of the resulting space. In this fashion,

the sequential saturation of the product topology provides a product object in Seq. In

the words of Steenrod [Ste67], Seq is a convenient category of topological spaces.

We are interested in the compatibility between sequential topology and algebraic

structures.

Definition 1.2.9. A sequential group is a group G provided with a topology, such that

multiplication G × G → G and inversion G → G are sequentially continuous (G × G

is provided with the product topology). A homomorphism of sequential groups is a

sequentially continuous group homomorphism. In other words: if (G, τ) is a sequential

group, then (G, τs) is a group object in Seq.

Remark 1.2.10. If (G, τ) is a topological group, then so is (G, τs).

When considering rings, we could be interested in topologies for which subtraction

and multiplication are sequentially continuous. However, we will deal with rings and

topologies on them such that their additive groups are topological groups.

Definition 1.2.11. A sequential ring is a commutative ring R provided with a topology

and such that:

(i) (R,+) is a topological group.

(ii) Multiplication R×R→ R is sequentially continuous.

A homomorphism of sequential rings is a continuous ring homomorphism.

Remark 1.2.12. We could have required homomorphisms of sequential rings to be

sequentially continuous maps. However, there is a good reason to prefer this stronger

condition: in this way we preserve the underlying topological structure of the additive

groups. Still, a continuous homomorphism of sequential rings R → S does not furnish
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S with the structure of a topological R-module. This is why we consider the notion of

sequential module.

Definition 1.2.13. Let M be an R-module. We say that M is a sequential module if M

is provided with a topology such that (M,+) is a topological group and multiplication

R×M →M

is sequentially continuous. A homomorphism of sequential R-modules is a continuous

R-module homomorphism.

Note that with this definition R is a sequential R-module. If R→ S is a homomor-

phism of sequential rings, S is automatically endowed with the structure of a sequential

R-module.

When R is a topological ring, it is always possible to provide the units with a group

topology. Because we do not demand inversion to be continuous, the correct way to

topologize R× is by considering the initial topology for the map

R× → R×R, x 7→
(
x, x−1

)
. (1.3)

The situation when R is a sequential ring is not very different, since we do not

demand inversion on R× to be sequentially continuous. The topology on R× given

by the sequential saturation of the initial topology for the map (1.3) turns R× into a

topological group.

Remark 1.2.14. A priori, we do not require sequential groups, rings and modules to

be sequential topological spaces.

1.3 A brief introduction to higher local fields

A zero-dimensional local field is a finite field. An n-dimensional local field, for n ≥ 1, is

a complete discrete valuation field F such that F is an (n − 1)-dimensional local field.

Thus, a local field in the usual sense is a one-dimensional local field.
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An n-dimensional local field F determines then a collection of fields Fi, i ∈ {0, . . . , n},

by letting Fn = F , Fi = Fi−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; being n-dimensional is then determined by

the finiteness of F0.

An excellent introduction to this topic may be found in [Mor], we also often refer to

results explained in [FK00, §1] and [MZ95].

Example 1.3.1. The fields Fq((t))((u)) and Qp((t)) are both examples of higher local

fields of dimension two. More generally, Fq((t1)) · · ·((tn)) and Qp((t1)) . . .((tn−1)) are n-

dimensional local fields.

Besides fields of Laurent series, there is another construction which is key in order

to work with two-dimensional local fields, and higher local fields in general.

Example 1.3.2. For any complete discrete valuation field L, consider

L{{t}} =

{∑
i∈Z

xit
i; xi ∈ L, inf

i∈Z
vL(xi) > −∞, xi → 0 (i→ −∞)

}
,

with operations given by the usual addition and multiplication of power series. Note

that we need to use convergence of series in L in order to define the product. With the

discrete valuation given by

vL{{t}}

(∑
i∈Z

xit
i

)
:= inf

i∈Z
vL(xi),

L{{t}} turns into a complete discrete valuation field. In the particular case in which L is

an (n− 1)-dimensional local field, the field L{{t}} is an n-dimensional local field which

we call the standard mixed characteristic field over L. Its first residue field is L
((
t
))

.

We view elements of L as elements of L{{t}} in the obvious way. In particular, if πL

is a uniformizer of OL, it is also a uniformizer of OL{{t}}; the element t ∈ L{{t}} is such

that t ∈ L
((
t
))

is a uniformizer.

Let us fix an n-dimensional local field F . Besides the ring of integers OF for the

unique normalized discrete valuation of F , we might consider other valuation rings in

F which are of arithmetic interest. Fix a system of parameters t1, . . . , tn of F , that is:
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tn is a uniformizer of F , tn−1 is a unit of OF such that its image in F is a uniformizer,

and so on.

We may use our chosen system of parameters to define a valuation of rank n:

v = (v1, . . . , vn) : F× → Zn,

where Zn is ordered with the inverse of the lexicographical order. The procedure we

follow is: vn = vF , vn−1(α) = vF (αt
−vn(α)
n ), and so on.

Although v does depend on the choice of the system of parameters, the valuation

ring

OF = {α ∈ F ; v(α) ≥ 0}

does not [FK00, §1.1]. The ring OF , which is a local ring with maximal ideal

{α ∈ F ; v(α) > 0} ,

is called the rank-n ring of integers of F . It is a subring of OF .

Once a system of parameters is chosen, we may consider a valuation of rank r for

every 1 ≤ r ≤ n by mimicking the same procedure and stopping after r steps. The

valuation rings we obtain are independent of any choice of parameters and are ordered

by inclusion:

OF = O1 ⊂ O2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ On = OF . (1.4)

Example 1.3.3. Consider K = Qp ⊂ Qp{{t}} = F . For the choice of uniformizer p for

vF , the associated rank-two valuation of F is

(v1, v2) : F× → Z⊕ Z, x =
∑
i∈Z

xit
i 7→

(
inf
i∈Z

vp (xi) , inf
{
i; xi /∈ pv1(x)+1Zp

})
.

The restriction of v1 to K is vp, while v2 restricts trivially. The rank-two ring of integers

is

OF =

{∑
i∈Z

xit
i ∈ F ; xi ∈ pZp for i < 0 and xi ∈ Zp for i ≥ 0

}
.

Example 1.3.4. Consider K = Qp ⊂ Qp((t)) = F . In such case, the rank-two valuation
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of F associated to the uniformizer t for vF is

(v1, v2) : F× → Z⊕ Z,
∑
i≥i0

ait
i 7→ (i0, vp(ai0)),

where we suppose that ai0 is the first nonzero coefficient in the power series. The

restriction of v1 to K is trivial while the restriction of v2 to K is vp. In this case we

have OF = Zp + tQp[[t]].

1.3.1 Classification

Higher local fields may be classified up to isomorphism. Since they are particular exam-

ples of complete rings, the classification follows from Cohen’s work in this more general

setting [Coh46].

There are some key facts from Cohen structure theory that we wish to highlight. A

local ring A is said to be of equal characteristic if A and its residue field k share the

same characteristic. Otherwise, A is said to be of mixed characteristic.

Whenever A is of equal characteristic, then there do exist coefficient fields, that is:

ring homomorphisms k ↪→ A [Coh46, Theorem 9]. Moreover, as explained by Cohen

immediately after proving this result, when chark = 0 and the field extension k|Q is not

algebraic, a coefficient field k ↪→ A may be chosen in infinitely many ways.

It is immediate to check that the set of ring homomorphisms k ↪→ A is empty

whenever charA 6= char k.

The classification of a higher local field F depends crucially on the relation between

the characteristics of F and its residue fields.

Theorem 1.3.5 (Classification of higher local fields). Let F be an n-dimensional field,

and Fi the residue fields associated to F as explained at the beginning of §1.3. We have

the following possibilities.

(i) If char F is positive, then it is possible to choose t1, . . . , tn ∈ F such that F ∼=

F0((t1)) · · ·((tn)).

(ii) If char F1 = 0, then there are t1, . . . , tn−1 ∈ F such that F ∼= F1((t1)) · · ·((tn−1)).
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(iii) If none of the above holds, then there is a unique r ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} such that

charFr+1 6= charFr. Then there is a characteristic zero local field L and elements

t1, . . . , tn−1 ∈ F such that F is a finite extension of

L{{t1}} · · ·{{tr}}((tr+1)) · · ·((tn−1)) .

Moreover, if char F0 = p, L may be chosen to be the unique unramified extension

of Qp with residue field F0.

Proof. See, for example, [MZ95, §0], [FK00, §1.1] or [Mor, Theorem 2.18].

Definition 1.3.6. A standard n-dimensional local field of mixed characteristic is one of

the form

L{{t1}} · · ·{{tr}}((tr+1)) . . .((tn−1))

with L a characteristic zero local field.

In the case (iii) of the classification theorem it is also possible to show that such an

F is contained in a standard field for possibly a different choice of local field L, and the

resulting extension of fields is finite [FK00, §1.1].

1.3.2 Higher topology

Fix an n-dimensional local field F .

A higher local field has a topology determined by its unique normalized discrete

valuation. This topology turns F into a Hausdorff and complete topological group

which is not locally compact if n > 1, due to the fact that the residue field is not finite.

There are several reasons to consider a different topology, such as the fact that the

formal series in fields such as the ones in Example 1.3.1 do not converge in the valuation

topology.

The construction of the higher topology on F is explained for example in [Mor, §4]

and [MZ95, §1]. It revolves around two basic constructions, which are applied depending

on the structure of F . We need to distinguish cases.

First suppose that a L is a field on which a translation invariant and Hausdorff

topology has been defined. Let {Ui}i∈Z be a sequence of neighbourhoods of zero of L,
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with the property that there is an index i0 ∈ Z such that Ui = L for all i ≥ i0. The sets

of the form ∑
i∈Z

Uit
i :=

{ ∑
i�−∞

xit
i; xi ∈ Ui for all i

}
(1.5)

describe a basis of neighbourhoods of zero for a translation invariant Hausdorff topology

on L((t)), for which addition, subtraction and multiplication by a fixed element are

continuous [MZ95, §1].

Remark 1.3.7. Algebraically, L((t)) can be presented as an inductive limit of projective

limits of finite dimensional vector spaces over L in the following way:

L((t)) = lim−→
i≥0

lim←−
j≥0

t−iL[t]/tjL[t].

If a Hausdorff translation invariant topology has already been defined on L, then there

is a natural linear topology on L((t)) which is defined by taking the product topology

on finite-dimensional vector spaces over L and the natural projective limit and linear

inductive limit topologies. The resulting topology agrees with the one we have described

above, cf. Proposition 2.1.4.

Suppose now that F is an equal characteristic n-dimensional local field. Then the

first to last residue field, F1, is a local field; it is either of the form Fq((t1)) or a finite

extension of Qp for some prime p. We consider the usual locally compact topology on

F1. Let us choose an isomorphism

F ∼= F1((t2)) · · ·((tn−1)) ,

and apply inductively the process which has been described for defining a topology on

a field of Laurent series on F1((t2)) · · ·((tn−2)).

Next, let L be a complete discrete valuation field with charL 6= charL, so that L{{t}}

is a complete discrete valuation field of mixed characteristic. Suppose that a translation

invariant and Hausdorff topology has been defined on L. Let {Vi}i∈Z be a sequence of

neighbourhoods of zero of L satisfying the following two conditions:

(i) There is c ∈ Z such that pcL ⊂ Vi for every i ∈ Z.
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(ii) For every l ∈ Z there is i0 ∈ Z such that for every i ≥ i0 we have plL ⊂ Vi. This

condition simply means that as i → ∞ the neighbourhoods of zero Vi become

bigger and bigger. We will denote this condition by Vi → L as i→∞.

The sets of the form

∑
Vit

i :=

{∑
i∈Z

xit
i ∈ L{{t}} ; xi ∈ Vi for all i

}
(1.6)

constitute the basis of neighbourhoods of zero for a translation invariant and Hausdorff

topology on L{{t}} [MZ95, §1].

Suppose now that F is a standard mixed characteristic n-dimensional local field;

in this case there is a local field of characteristic zero K such that we can give an

isomorphism

F ∼= K{{t1}} · · ·{{tr}}((tr+1)) · · ·((tn−1)) ,

with r ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} being characterized by the fact that char Fr 6= char Fr+1.

We topologize F by applying the two constructions specified above. Namely, we en-

dow K with its p-adic topology, and for every k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we apply on E{{tk}}

the construction in which open neighbourhoods of zero are given by (1.6), with E =

K{{t1}} · · ·{{tk−1}}. For k ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n− 1}, we apply on E((tk)) the construction in

which neighbourhoods of zero are given by (1.5), with

E = K{{t1}} · · ·{{tr}}((tr+1)) · · ·((tk−1)) .

Remark 1.3.8. We have chosen explicit isomorphisms in our construction. If r < n the

higher topology on F depends on the choice of isomorphism. More precisely, it depends

on a choice of a coefficient field [MZ95, §1.4]. This is due to the fact that, since in this

case char F = 0 and F is transcendental over Q, there are infinitely many choices for

such an embedding, as explained in §1.3.1.

Similarly, the higher topology may be shown not to depend on any choices as soon

as char Fn−1 > 0 [MZ95, §1.3].

We have not described yet how to define the higher topology on a general mixed
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characteristic local field. Suppose that F is a general n-dimensional local field of mixed

characteristic.

The choice of a system of parameters t1 = πF , t2, . . . , tn−1 determines a canonical

lifting, that is: a set-theoretic section of the residue homomorphism

h : F → OF .

with some special properties, see [MZ95, Lemma 1.2] for the actual definition.

Assume that the topology on F has already been constructed. Let {Ui}i∈Z be a

sequence of open neighbourhoods of zero in F , and assume that there is an index i0 ∈ Z

such that Ui = F for all i ≥ i0. Define

U =

{ ∑
i�−∞

h(fi)π
i
F ∈ F ; fi ∈ Ui, for all i� −∞

}
. (1.7)

The sets of the form (1.7) define the basis of open neighbourhoods of zero for a group

topology on F [MZ95, §1].

There is an alternative way to define the higher topology on F via choosing a finite

standard subfield M ↪→ F . After this, we topologize M using the procedure explained

above for standard fields and give F the product topology using the linear isomorphism

F 'M [F :M ]. We obtain the same topology on F in all cases [MZ95, §1].

Since the topology constructed on F does not depend on any choices when charF > 0,

we will use the determinate article and speak about the higher topology in this case.

Whenever char F = 0, we still use the indeterminate article and speak about a higher

topology, unless an isomorphism F ∼= F ((t)) has been fixed.

We summarize the properties of higher topologies below.

Proposition 1.3.9. Let F be an n-dimensional local field. Then any higher topology

on F satisfies the following properties:

(i) (F,+) is a topological group which is complete and Hausdorff.

(ii) If n > 1, every base of neighbourhoods of zero is uncountable.
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(iii) If n > 1, multiplication F×F → F is not continuous. However, both multiplication

F × F → F and inversion F× → F× are sequentially continuous.

(iv) Multiplication by a fixed nonzero element F → F is a homeomorphism.

(v) The residue homomorphism ρ : OF → F is open.

Proof. See [FK00, §1.3.2] for parts (i) to (iv). Regarding (v), the statement is a well

known fact but unfortunately seems to be unavailable in the literature; we shall provide

a proof for completeness.

First assume that F ' F ((t)) is of equal-characteristic. In such case, let U0 be an

open neighbourhood of zero in F . Then

ρ−1 (U0) = U0 +
∑
i≥1

Fti = U0 + tOF ,

which is open in OF . Moreover, an open neighbourhood of zero U ⊆ OF is of the form

U =
∑

i≥0 Uit
i where Ui ⊆ F are open neighbourhoods of zero, and we have ρ (U) = U0.

Second, assume that F is of mixed-characteristic. Without loss of generality, we

may assume that F ' F ′{{t}} is standard, as openness of maps is preserved on finite

cartesian products. Let U0 ⊆ F be an open neighbourhood of zero. Then ρ−1 (U0) =

h(U0) + πFOF , which is open. Finally, if U is as in (1.7), then ρ(U) = U0, which is

open.

A higher topology takes into account the topology of the residue field and has some

good properties, but in general it is not a ring topology. While the additive group is

always a topological group with respect to this topology, multiplication is only sequen-

tially continuous. It is for this reason and the fact that many computations involving

higher local fields are of a sequential nature, that sequential topology plays an important

role in the theory of higher local fields.

A group topology on an abelian group is said to be linear if the filter of neighbour-

hoods of the identity element admits a collection of subgroups as a basis. A commutative

ring R provided with a topology τ which is linear for the additive group and for which

multiplication maps

R→ R, y 7→ xy
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are continuous for all x ∈ R is said to be a semitopological ring.

In view of (i) and (iv) in Proposition 1.3.9, it is possible to show that a higher local

field endowed with a higher topology is a semitopological ring. A theory of semitopo-

logical rings has been developed and applied to the study of higher fields by Yekutieli

[Yek92] and others.

There seems to be a disagreement between the sequential and linear approaches to

topologies on higher local fields.

Theorem 1.3.10. Let F be a higher local field. Denote τ for the topology on F defined

by Proposition 1.3.9, and let τs be its sequential saturation. The collections of open

subgroups for τ and τs agree.

Proof. We split the proof in several steps. Let Fi = tiOF .

Step 1. A subset A ⊆ F is sequentially open if and only if A∩Fi is sequentially open

in Fi for every i.

Suppose that A ∩ Fi is sequentially open in Fi for every i. Let xn → x ∈ A. Then,

there is an index j such that xn ∈ Fj for all n, and since Fj is sequentially closed,

x ∈ Fj . As A ∩ Fj is sequentially open and x ∈ A ∩ Fj , almost all of the xn belong to

A ∩ Fj ⊂ A, showing that A is sequentially open.

Step 2. Let Y ⊂ Fi be a subset such that 0 ∈ Y . Y is sequentially open if and only

if it contains a subgroup U =
∑

j≥i Ujt
j, where the residues of elements in Uj are open

subgroups of F and Uj = F if j is large enough.

Let u be a lift of a uniformizer of F . If no such subgroup U is contained in Y , then

for every n there is an element yn ∈ ti (unOF + tnOF ). However, yn → 0 ∈ Y and

therefore almost all of the yn must belong to Y , a contradiction.

Step 3. A subgroup of H of F is open for τ if and only if it is open for τs.

Suppose that H is open for τs. By step 1, H ∩ Fi is sequentially open and by step 2

it contains a subset Uit
i, such that the image of Ui in F is open and it contains Fn for

some n.

Put U =
∑
Uit

i ∩ F .

If char F = char F , Ui may be chosen so that it is an open subgroup of F viewed

inside F . Otherwise, Ui may be modified to ensure that U is a subgroup of H such that
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the image of Ui in F is an open subgroup and U contains some Fn. In both cases, U is

an open subgroup for τ .

Since H is the union of U-cosets, H is also an open subgroup for τ .

Corollary 1.3.11. For a general higher local field F and a higher topology τ , we have

that τs is not a linear topology.

Proof. A linear topology is completely determined by its collection of open subgroups.

After the previous theorem, it suffices to show that τ 6= τs. So we recover a counterex-

ample from [Fes01].

Let F = Fp((u))((t)). Let C = {tau−c + t−auc, a, c ≥ 1}. Then W = F \ C is open

for τs.

Suppose that Ui ⊂ Fp((u)) are open subgroups such that Ui = Fp((u)) if i is large

enough and such that U =
∑
Uit

i ∩ F is contained in W . Then, for any positive c such

that uc ∈ U−a we would have tau−c + tauc ∈W , a contradiction. Hence, W is not open

for τ .

Although the approach to higher topologies by using linear topologies and semitopo-

logical rings is useful for the study of the construction of higher adeles by means of

ind-pro functors, the sequential approach is very important from the point of view of

higher class field theory. When dealing with rational points over higher local fields, the

sequential approach will allow us to say something about the continuity of polynomial

maps Rn → R, whereas this is not possible with a semitopological ring.

1.3.3 Higher local fields arising from arithmetic geometric contexts

Chapters §2 and §3 require us to acknowledge that whenever n-dimensional fields arise

from an arithmetic geometric setting they always present themselves in the company of

an embedding of a (one-dimensional) local field into them.

This idea was first introduced in [Mor10a] for the two-dimensional case; allow us to

explain why this is the case in general.

Let S be the spectrum of the ring of integers of a number field and f : X → S be an

arithmetic scheme of dimension n (for our purposes, it is enough to suppose that X is an
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n-dimensional regular scheme and that f is projective and flat). Given a complete flag

of irreducible subschemes ηn ∈ {ηn−1} ⊂ · · · ⊂ {η0} = X, and assuming for simplicity

that ηn is regular in {ηi} for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, define An = ÔX,ηn and

Ai = Âi+1
ηi , i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} .

It can be shown [Mor, Remark 6.12] that F = A0 is an n-dimensional local field. The

ring homomorphism OS,f(x) → OX,x induces a field embedding K ↪→ F , where K =

Frac
(
ÔS,f(x)

)
.

This is the reason why in Chapters §2 and §3 we study n-dimensional local fields

not as fields F , but as pairs of a field F and a field embedding K ↪→ F . We shall refer

to such a pair as an n-dimensional local field over K. A morphism of higher local fields

over K is therefore a commutative diagram of field embeddings

F1
// F2

K

OO >>||||||||

where F1 and F2 are higher local fields and F1 → F2 is an extension of complete discrete

valuation rings.

1.3.4 Other types of higher fields

There are other fields which can be defined in a similar way as a higher local field, and

for which the construction of a higher topology is still valid. We give here two important

examples of such. Let k be any perfect field.

Definition 1.3.12. A zero-dimensional complete field is a perfect field. For n ≥ 1, an

n-dimensional complete field is a complete discrete valuation field such that its residue

field is an (n − 1)-dimensional complete field. If F is an n-dimensional complete field

with last residue field k, we say that F is an n-dimensional complete field over k.

Example 1.3.13. Higher local fields coincide with higher dimensional complete fields

over a finite field.
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Higher dimensional complete fields over arbitrary perfect fields may be classified

using the same techniques which are used for the classification of higher local fields

[MZ95, Theorem in §0]. For example, if char F > 0 and the last residue field is k, we

may choose a system of parameters t1, . . . , tn such that

F ' k((t1)) · · ·((tn)) .

The reason why we can consider topological issues in this more general setting is

because the construction of a higher topology does not use at any point the fact that

the last residue field is finite. The constructions which have been outlined in §1.3.2 in

the particular case of higher local fields apply also in this case, see [Fes95, §2] for details.

In this work, Fesenko considered the class field theory of n-dimensional complete fields

over a perfect field of positive characteristic. Regarding higher topology, the main result

of interest, which completely resembles Proposition 1.3.9, is the following.

Proposition 1.3.14. An n-dimensional complete field F over a perfect field of positive

characteristic may be topologized in such a way that:

(i) (F,+) is a topological group which is complete and Hausdorff.

(ii) If n > 1, every base of open neighbourhoods of zero is uncountable.

(iii) Multiplication F × F → F and inversion F× → F× are sequentially continuous.

(iv) Multiplication by a fixed non-zero element F → F is a homeomorphism.

(v) The residue homomorphism ρ : OF → F is open.

Proof. Consider the last residue field of F as a topological field with respect to the

discrete topology, and apply the inductive process described in §1.3.2.

Hence, these are more general examples of sequential rings.

A notion of higher archimedean local field exists, and these may be topologized

applying the same tools.
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Definition 1.3.15. The only one-dimensional archimedean local fields are R and C.

Let n > 1. An n-dimensional archimedean local field is a complete discrete valuation

field such that its residue field is a (n− 1)-dimensional archimedean local field.

Let K be either R or C.

Remark 1.3.16. The dimension of an archimedean higher local field does not agree

with its dimension as a higher complete field over K: an n-dimensional archimedean

local field is an (n − 1)-dimensional complete field over K. The reason for this shift in

the dimension is because, since K is itself already a local field, we want to put fields such

as R((t)) and Qp((t)) in the same box; both fields are two-dimensional with the definitions

we have taken.

As the field K is of characteristic zero, higher archimedean local fields are easily

classified: they are isomorphic to Laurent power series fields over K.

Proposition 1.3.17. Let F be an n-dimensional archimedean local field. Then, there

are parameters t2, . . . , tn ∈ F such that

F ' K((t2)) · · ·((tn)) .

Proof. Since charK = 0, all the residue fields of F have characteristic zero; the result fol-

lows by induction in the dimension and by Cohen structure theory for equal dimensional

complete fields.

Regarding the way to topologize such fields; we will always consider the euclidean

topology on K. This topology satisfies the conditions by which we have constructed a

topology on fields of Laurent series, in which neighbourhoods of zero are of the form

(1.5). We apply the construction specified in the aforementioned Proposition inductively,

in order to obtain the following result.

Proposition 1.3.18. An n-dimensional archimedean local field F may be topologized

in such a way that:

(i) (F,+) is a topological group which is complete and Hausdorff.
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(ii) If n > 1, every base of open neighbourhoods of zero is uncountable.

(iii) Multiplication F × F → F and inversion F× → F× are sequentially continuous.

(iv) Multiplication by a fixed non-zero element F → F is a homeomorphism.

(v) The residue homomorphism ρ : OF → F is open.

Remark 1.3.19. In the case of archimedean higher local fields, a higher topology does

depend on the choice of a system of parameters, as we have that both the field and its

first residue field are of characteristic zero.

Remark 1.3.20. Higher rank valuation rings (1.4) may also be defined in the case of

archimedean higher local fields and higher complete fields. In the first case, the system

of parameters has n − 1 elements and we can only construct a chain of n − 1 subrings

by this procedure.

1.3.5 The unit group of a higher local field

Let F be an n-dimensional local field. There are several approaches to constructing

topologies on F×, which we will describe here.

As described in §1.2, the way in which we shall endow the unit group of F with a

topology is by embedding it into two copies of F using the map given by (1.3).

Another topology on F× is often used. After choosing parameters for F , we obtain

a decomposition

F× ' Ztn ⊕ · · · ⊕ Zt1 ⊕ F×0 ⊕ VF , (1.8)

where F0 is the last residue field and VF is the group of principal units. F× is provided

with a topology by (1.8) once Ztn ⊕ · · · ⊕ Zt1 ⊕ F×0 is given the discrete topology and

VF ⊂ OF the subspace topology for the higher topology.

It is important to remark that both topologies on F× agree after taking sequential

saturations.

Proposition 1.3.21. The two topologies described above for F× have the same sequen-

tial saturation.
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Proof. Denote the topology defined by (1.8) by τ , and the initial topology defined by

(1.3) by λ. Although this is implicitly included in [Fes01], we describe the explicit

argument here.

A sequence am = t
in,m
n · · · ti1,m1 um of elements of F×, with um in the unit group of the

ring of integers of F with respect to any of its discrete valuations of rank n tends to 1

in λ if and only if the sequence um−1 tends to 0 with respect to the higher dimensional

topology on F (described by Proposition 1.3.9) and for every j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ m,

we have ij,m = 0 for sufficiently large m. But this last condition is equivalent to the

sequence am converging to 1 with respect to τ .

We summarize the properties of this topology on units below.

Proposition 1.3.22. The topology we have defined on F× satisfies:

(i) The group F× is a topological group with respect to this topology only when F is

of dimension at most 2.

(ii) The topology does not depend on the choice of a system of parameters.

(iii) F× is complete.

(iv) Multiplication on F× is sequentially continuous.

Proof. See [MZ95, §3] for (i) to (iii), [FK00, §1.4] for the rest.

Example 1.3.23. The n-th Milnor K-group of any field F is presented as the term in

the right in the following exact sequence of abelian groups:

0→ In → F×⊗Z
(n)
· · · ⊗ZF

× → Kn(F )→ 0,

where In = 〈a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an; ai + aj = 1 for some i 6= j〉Z. By definition, K1(F ) = F×

and by convention K0(F ) = Z.

When F is an n-dimensional local field, Kn generalises the role of K1 = Gm in

describing abelian extensions of the field [FK00]. From this point of view, it provides

a correct higher dimensional generalization of the group of units. The functor Kn is
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not representable for n ≥ 2, meaning that in general Kn(F ) is not the set of F -rational

points on any scheme.

Let F be an n-dimensional local field, and consider the topology on F (resp. F×)

given by Proposition 1.3.9 (resp. 1.3.22).

Consider the finest topology on Km(F ) for which:

(i) The symbol map F× × · · · × F× → Km(F ) is sequentially continuous.

(ii) Subtraction Km(F )×Km(F )→ Km(F ) is sequentially continuous.

This topology is sequentially saturated [Fes01, §4, Remark 1].

The topological m-th Milnor K-group is

Kt
m(F ) = Km(F )/Λm(F ), (1.9)

where Λm(F ) is the intersection of all open neighbourhoods of zero.

A sequentially continuous Steinberg map F×⊗Z · · · ⊗Z F
× → G where G is a Haus-

dorff topological group induces a continuous homomorphism Kt
m(F ) → G. The Artin-

Schreier-Parshin pairing, the Vostokov pairing and the tame symbol are examples of

such continuous homomorphisms defined on Kt
m(F ) [FK00, I.6.4].
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Functional analysis on

two-dimensional local fields

In this chapter we will concern ourselves with the study of two-dimensional local fields

over a fixed (one-dimensional) local field of characteristic zero.

Notation. Throughout this chapter, K will denote a characteristic zero local field, that

is, a finite extension of Qp for some prime p. The cardinality of the finite field K will

be denoted by q. The absolute value of K will be denoted by | · |, normalised so that

|πK | = q−1. Due to far too many appearances in the text, we will ease notation by

letting O := OK , p := pK and π := πK .

The conventions p−∞ = K, p∞ = {0} and q−∞ = 0 will be used.

There are two particular local fields which play a very distinguished role when these

objects are to be studied from a functional analytic point of view. Those are the fields

K((t)) and K{{t}}. As we will see, most topological properties which hold in these par-

ticular cases will hold in general after taking restrictions of scalars or a base change over

a finite extension which topologically is equivalent to taking a finite cartesian product.

It is for this reason that we will work from now on with these two particular examples

of two-dimensional local fields. We will explain how our results extend to the general

case in §2.5.

Notation. When working with the two-dimensional local fields F = K{{t}} or F =
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K((t)), for any collection {Ai}i∈Z of subsets of K, we will denote

∑
i∈Z

Ait
i =

{∑
i

xit
i ∈ F ; xi ∈ Ai for all i ∈ Z

}
.

We will also denote OK{{t}} = O{{t}}. After all, this ring consists of all power series

in K{{t}} all of whose coefficients lie in O.

2.1 Higher topologies are locally convex

In this section we will explain how the higher topology on K((t)) and K{{t}} is a locally

convex topology.

We are forced to study both cases separately.

2.1.1 Equal characteristic

We recall from §1.3.2 that the higher topology on K((t)) is defined as follows. Let

{Ui}i∈Z be a collection of open neighbourhoods of zero in K such that, if i is large

enough, Ui = K. Then define

U =
∑
i∈Z

Uit
i. (2.1)

The collection of sets of the form U defines the set of neighbourhoods of zero of the

higher topology.

Proposition 2.1.1. The higher topology on K((t)) defines the structure of a locally

convex K-vector space.

Proof. As K is a local field, the collection of open neighbourhoods of zero admits a

collection of open subgroups as a filter, that is: the basis of neighbourhoods of zero for

the topology is generated by the sets of the form

pn = {a ∈ K; vK(a) ≥ n} ,

where n ∈ Z∪{−∞}. These closed balls are not only subgroups, but O-fractional ideals.
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This in particular means that the sets of the form

Λ =
∑
i∈Z

pniti ⊆ K((t)) , (2.2)

where ni = −∞ for large enough i, generate the higher topology. Moreover, they are

not only additive subgroups, but also O-modules.

If x =
∑

i≥i0 xit
i ∈ K((t)) is an arbitrary element, and i1 is such that ni = −∞ for

all i > i1 then we have the possibilities:

(i) i0 > i1, in which case x ∈ Λ.

(ii) i0 ≤ i1. In such case, let

n = max

(
max
i0≤i≤i1

ni, 0

)
.

Then πn ∈ O satisfies πnx ∈ Λ.

Thus, Λ is a lattice and the higher topology is locally convex.

As a consequence of the previous proposition, it is possible to describe the higher

topology in terms of seminorms.

Corollary 2.1.2. For any sequence (ni)i∈Z ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞} such that there is an integer

k satisfying ni = −∞ for all i > k, define

‖ · ‖ : K((t))→ R,
∑
i�−∞

xit
i 7→ max

i≤k
|xi|qni . (2.3)

Then ‖ ·‖ is a seminorm on K((t)) and the higher topology on K((t)) is the locally convex

topology defined by the family of seminorms given by (2.3) as (ni)i∈Z varies over all

sequences specified above.

Proof. This result is a consequence of Proposition 2.1.1 and of the fact that the gauge

seminorm attached to a lattice of the form

Λ =
∑
i∈Z

pniti
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with ni = ∞ for all i > k is precisely the one given by (2.3). In order to see that, let

x =
∑

i≥i0 xit
i ∈ K((t)) and a ∈ K. We have that x ∈ aΛ if and only if xi ∈ apni for

every i ≥ i0. This is the case if and only if we have

|xi|qni ≤ |a|

for all i ≥ i0. The infimum value of |a| for which the above inequality holds is precisely

the supremum of the values of |x|qni for i ≥ i0.

The seminorm ‖ · ‖ from the previous corollary is associated to and does depend on

the choice of the sequence (ni)i∈Z. If we have chosen notation not to reflect this fact, it

is in hope that a lighter notation will simplify reading and that the sequence of integers

defining ‖ · ‖, when needed, will be clear from the context.

Remark 2.1.3. As F is a field, it is worth asking ourselves whether the seminorm (2.3)

is multiplicative. It is very easy to check that for i, j ∈ Z,

‖ti‖ · ‖tj‖ = qni+nj ,

while

‖ti+j‖ = qni+j .

These two values need not coincide in general.

The field of Laurent series K((t)) has been considered previously from the point of

view of the theory of locally convex spaces in the following manner. The ring of Taylor

series K[[t]] is isomorphic to KN as a K-vector space, and thus might be equipped with

the product topology of countably many copies of K. Moreover, we have

K((t)) = ∪i∈ZtiK[[t]] , (2.4)

with tiK[[t]] ∼= KN. Therefore, we may topologize K((t)) as a strict inductive limit.

In the result below, we explain how the higher topology on K((t)) agrees with this

description. We will immediately deduce most of the analytic properties of K((t)) from
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this result.

Proposition 2.1.4. The higher topology on K((t)) agrees with the strict inductive limit

topology given by (2.4).

Proof. The open lattices for the product topology on KN are exactly the ones obtained

as the intersection of finitely many lattices of the form

∏
i∈I

Λi ×
∏
i/∈I

K,

where I is a finite subset of N and Λi are open lattices in K, that is, integer powers

of p. This description agrees with the description of the open lattices in K[[t]] for the

subspace topology induced by the higher topology.

Further, if Λ =
∑

i∈Z p
niti is an open lattice for the higher topology on K((t)), for

any j ∈ Z, we have that Λ ∩ tjK[[t]] =
∑

i≥j p
niti is an open lattice for the product

topology on tjK[[t]] ∼= KN.

Finally, a basis of open lattices for the strict inductive limit
⋃
j∈Z t

jK[[t]] is deter-

mined by a collection of open lattices Λj ⊆ tjK[[t]] for each j ∈ Z [Sch02, Lemma

5.1.iii], which we may assume to be of the form Λj =
∑

i≥j p
ni,j ti for some sequence

(ni,j)i≥j ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞} for which there is an index ki ≥ i such that ni,j = −∞ for all

j ≥ ki. The fact that the inductive limit is strict amounts to the following: if i1 < i2

then we have ni1,j = ni2,j for every j ≥ i2 and, in particular, ki1 = ki2 . Altogether, this

determines a sequence (ni)i∈Z ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞} and an index k ∈ Z such that ni = −∞

for every i ≥ k. Under the identification K((t)) =
⋃
j∈Z t

jK[[t]], the lattice associated to

(Λj)j∈Z is Λ =
∑

i∈Z p
niti, which is open for the higher topology.

Remark 2.1.5. The higher topology on K((t)) also admits the following description

as an inductive limit. For each i ∈ Z and j ≥ i, tiK[t]/tjK[t] is a finite dimensional

K-vector space and we endow it with its unique Hausdorff locally convex topology. The

field of Laurent series might be constructed as

K((t)) = lim−→
i∈Z

lim←−
j≥i

tiK[t]/tjK[t];
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the higher topology on it agrees with the one obtained by endowing the direct and

inverse limits in the above expression with the corresponding direct and inverse limit

locally convex topologies. The proof of this statement is a restatement of Proposition

2.1.4.

Corollary 2.1.6. K((t)) is an LF-space. As a locally convex space, it is complete,

bornological, barrelled, reflexive and nuclear.

Proof. After Proposition 2.1.4, in order to see that K((t)) is an LF-space it suffices to

check that the locally convex space KN endowed with the product topology is a Fréchet

space. This follows from the fact that K itself is Fréchet and that a countable product

of Fréchet spaces is a Fréchet space [PGS10, Corollary 3.5.7].

Completeness follows from being a strict inductive limit of complete spaces [Sch02,

Lemma 7.9]. Being bornological follows from [Sch02, Proposition 8.2] and [Sch02, Ex-

amples after Prop. 6.13].

Reflexivity follows from [PGS10, Corollary 7.4.23], if one notes that K((t)) ∼=
⊕

NK⊕∏
NK in the category of locally convex K-spaces; barrelledness follows from reflexivity

(cf. Proposition 1.1.13). Finally, nuclearity follows from Proposition 1.1.17

2.1.2 Mixed characteristic

The higher topology on K{{t}} may be described as follows.

Let {Vi}i∈Z be a sequence of open neighbourhoods of zero in K such that

(i) There is c ∈ Z such that pc ⊆ Vi for every i ∈ Z.

(ii) For every l ∈ Z there is an index i0 ∈ Z such that pl ⊆ Vi for every i ≥ i0.

Then define

V =
∑
i∈Z

Vit
i ⊂ K{{t}} . (2.5)

The higher topology on K{{t}} is the group topology defined by taking the sets of the

form V as the collection of open neighbourhoods of zero [MZ95, §1].

Again, as K is a local field, the collection of neighbourhoods of zero admits the

collection of open subgroups as a filter. These are not only subgroups but O-fractional

ideals, namely the integer powers of the prime ideal p.
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Proposition 2.1.7. Let (ni)i∈Z ⊂ Z∪{−∞} be a sequence restricted to the conditions:

(i) There is c ∈ Z such that ni ≤ c for every i.

(ii) For every l ∈ Z there is an index i0 ∈ Z such that ni ≤ l for every i ≥ i0.

The set

Λ =
∑
i∈Z

pniti (2.6)

is an O-lattice. The sets of the form (2.6) generate the higher topology on K{{t}}, which

is locally convex.

Condition (ii) is equivalent, by definition of limit of a sequence, to having ni → −∞

as i→∞; we will phrase it this way in the future.

Proof. It is clear that Λ is an O-module, and that the conditions imposed on the indices

ni imply that it is a basic neighbourhood of zero for the higher topology.

Given an arbitrary element x =
∑∞

i=−∞ xit
i ∈ F , we must show the existence of an

element a ∈ K× such that ax ∈ Λ. Indeed, a power of the uniformizer does the trick:

we have that πnx ∈ Λ if and only if πnxi ∈ pni for every i ∈ Z, and this is true if and

only if

n+ vK(xi) ≥ ni

for all i ∈ Z. In other words, such an n exists if and only if the difference

ni − vK(xi)

cannot be arbitrarily large. But on one hand there is an integer c that bounds the ni

from above, and on the other hand the values vK(xi) are bounded below by vF (x). We

may take n = c− vF (x).

Because the integer powers of p generate the basis of neighbourhoods of zero of the

topology on K, the lattices of the form (2.6) generate the higher topology. In particular,

the higher topology on K{{t}} is locally convex.

We wish to point out that condition (ii) for the sequence (ni)i∈Z has not been used

in the proof. Indeed, such a condition may be suppressed and we would still obtain a
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locally convex topology on K{{t}}, if only finer: see Remark 2.2.8 for a description of

the topology obtained in such case.

Once we know that the higher topology is locally convex, we can describe it in terms

of seminorms.

Corollary 2.1.8. For any sequence (ni)i∈Z ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞} satisfying the conditions:

(i) there is c ∈ Z such that ni ≤ c for all i ∈ Z,

(ii) ni → −∞ as i→∞,

consider the seminorm

‖ · ‖ : K{{t}} → R,
∑
i∈Z

xit
i 7→ sup

i∈Z
|xi|qni . (2.7)

The higher topology on K{{t}} is the locally convex topology generated by the family of

seminorms defined by (2.7), as (ni)i∈Z varies over the sequences specified above.

Proof. The gauge seminorm associated to the lattice Λ is (2.7). The argument is the

same as the proof of Corollary 2.1.2 and we omit it.

The seminorms in Corollary 2.1.8 are well defined because they arise as gauge semi-

norms attached to lattices. If we forget this fact for a moment, let us examine the values

|xi|qni .

On one hand, when i tends to −∞, the values |xi| tend to zero while the values qni

stay bounded. On the other hand, when i tends to +∞ the values |xi| stay bounded

and qni tends to zero. In conclusion, the values |xi|qni are all positive and tend to zero

when |i| → +∞; this implies the existence of their supremum.

Just like in the equal characteristic case, a defining seminorm ‖·‖ is not multiplicative,

for the same reason.

A mixed characteristic two-dimensional local field cannot be viewed as a direct limit

in a category of locally convex K-vector spaces in the fashion of Remark 2.1.5. However,

such an approach is valid from an algebraic point of view in a category of O-modules.
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2.1.3 First properties

For starters, let us recall some properties from §1.3.2. A two-dimensional local field

K ↪→ F endowed with a higher topology is a Hausdorff topological group. Moreover,

multiplication by a fixed nonzero element defines a homeomorphism F → F and the

residue map OF → F is open when OF is given the subspace topology and the local

field F is endowed with its usual complete discrete valuation topology.

Remark 2.1.9. In order to show that K((t)) or K{{t}} is Hausdorff, it suffices to show

that given a nonzero element x, there is a continuous seminorm ‖ · ‖ for which ‖x‖ 6= 0.

This is obvious.

Multiplication µ : F × F → F fails to be continuous when the product topology

is considered on the left hand side. However, µ is separately continuous as explained

above.

No basis of open neighbourhoods of zero for a higher topology is countable. In other

words, these topologies do not satisfy the first countability axiom. This implies that the

set of seminorms defining the higher topology is uncountable. From the point of view of

functional analysis, this shows that two-dimensional local fields are not Fréchet spaces,

as such topologies are not metrizable.

Definition 2.1.10. We will call seminorms of the form (2.3) in the equal characteristic

case and (2.7) in the mixed characteristic case admissible.

In both cases, admissible seminorms are attached to a sequence (ni)i∈Z ⊂ Z∪{−∞},

subject to different conditions, but satisfying the formula

∥∥∥∥∥∑
i

xit
i

∥∥∥∥∥ = sup
i
|xi|qni ;

the reasons why this formula is valid differ in each case.

Remark 2.1.11. Power series expressions of the form x =
∑

i xit
i define convergent

series with respect to the higher topology, in the sense that the net of partial sums(∑
i≤n xit

i
)
n∈Z

converges to x. If we let Sn =
∑

i≤n xit
i and ‖ · ‖ be any admissible
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seminorm, then

‖x− Sn‖ =

∥∥∥∥∥∑
i>n

xit
i

∥∥∥∥∥
may be shown to be arbitrarily small if n is large enough.

Another well-known fact is that rings of integers K[[t]] and O{{t}} are closed but not

open. In the first case, consider the set of open (and closed) lattices

Λn =
∑
i≤0

pnti +K[[t]] , n ≥ 0

to find that K[[t]] =
⋂
n≥0 Λn is closed. In the second case, consider the open (and

closed) lattices:

Λn =
∑
i<n

Kti +Otn +
∑
i>n

Kti, n ∈ Z

and obtain that O{{t}} =
⋂
n∈Z Λn is closed. In order to see that these rings are not

open, it is enough to say that they do not contain any open lattice.

A very similar argument shows that the rank-two rings of integers O + tK[[t]] and∑
i<0 pt

i +
∑

i≥0Oti are closed but not open.

After the previous remark, we get the following result.

Proposition 2.1.12. The field K{{t}} is not barrelled.

Proof. The ring of integers O{{t}} is a lattice which is closed but not open.

2.2 Bounded sets and bornology

Let us describe the nature of bounded subsets of K((t)) and K{{t}}. We will supply a

description of a basis for the Von-Neumann bornology of these fields.

Example 2.2.1. Let ‖ · ‖ be an admissible seminorm, attached to the sequence (ni)i∈Z.

The values of ‖ · ‖ on O only depend on n0. If n0 = −∞ then the restriction of ‖ · ‖ to

O is identically zero. Otherwise, for any x ∈ O we have ‖x‖ ≤ qn0 and therefore O is

bounded.

Similarly, if n0 > −∞, we may find elements x ∈ K making the value |x|qn0 arbi-

trarily large. Hence, K is unbounded.
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Proposition 2.2.2. For any sequence (ki)i∈Z ⊂ Z ∪ {∞} such that there is an index

i0 ∈ Z for which ki =∞ for every i < i0, consider the O-submodule of K((t)) given by

B =
∑
i∈Z

pkiti. (2.8)

The bornology of K((t)) admits as a basis the collection of O-submodules given by (2.8)

as (ki)i∈Z varies over the sequences specified above.

Proof. First, the O-submodule B given by (2.8) is bounded: suppose that ‖ · ‖ is an

admissible seminorm on K((t)) given by the sequence (ni)i∈Z and that k is the index for

which ni = −∞ for every i > k.

If k < i0, then the restriction of ‖ · ‖ to B is identically zero. Otherwise, for

x =
∑

i≥i0 xit
i ∈ B,

‖x‖ = max
i0≤i≤k

|xi|qni ≤ max
i0≤i≤k

qni−ki ,

and the bound is uniform for x ∈ B once ‖ · ‖ has been fixed.

Next, we study general bounded sets. From Example 2.2.1 we deduce that if a subset

of K((t)) contains elements for which one coefficient can be arbitrarily large, then the

subset is unbounded in F . Therefore, any bounded subset of K((t)) is included in a

subset of the form ∑
i∈Z

pkiti, ki ∈ Z ∪ {∞} .

In order to prove our claim, it is enough to show that the indices ki ∈ Z ∪ {∞} may be

taken to be equal to ∞ for all small enough i.

We will show the contrapositive: a subset D ⊂ K((t)) cannot be bounded as soon as

there is a decreasing sequence of indices (ij)j≥0 ∈ Z<0 satisfying that for every j ≥ 0

there is an element ξij ∈ D with a nonzero coefficient in degree ij , which we denote

xij ∈ K.

For, if such is the case, let

ni =

 −∞, i 6= ij for any j ≥ 0 or i > 0,

−ij + vK(xij ), i = ij for some j ≥ 0;
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and consider the associated admissible seminorm ‖ · ‖ on K((t)). We have

‖ξij‖ ≥ |xij |q
nij = q−ij

for every j ≥ 0, and this shows that D is not bounded.

Corollary 2.2.3. If ‖ · ‖ : K((t))→ R is a seminorm which is bounded on bounded sets,

then there is an index i0 ∈ Z such that ‖ti‖ = 0 for all i ≥ i0.

Proof. Suppose that for every i0 ∈ Z there is an i ≥ i0 such that ‖ti‖ 6= 0. If i is such

that ‖ti‖ > 0, take ki ∈ Z such that

q−ki‖ti‖ ≥ qi.

If i is such that ‖ti‖ = 0, take ki = 0. By Proposition 2.2.2, the set

B =
∑
i≥0

pkiti

is bounded. Let xj = π
kj
K t

j for every j ≥ 0. We have that ‖xj‖ = q−kj‖tj‖. Our hypoth-

esis implies that the sequence of real numbers (‖xj‖)j≥0 is unbounded, and therefore

‖ · ‖ is not bounded on B.

Proposition 2.2.4. Consider a sequence (ki)i∈Z ⊂ Z ∪ {∞} which is bounded below.

The bornology of K{{t}} admits the O-submodules of the form

B =
∑
i∈Z

pkiti (2.9)

as a basis.

Proof. First, let us show that B is bounded. Assume all the ki in (2.9) are bounded

below by some integer d. Let ‖ · ‖ be an admissible seminorm on K{{t}} defined by a

sequence (ni)i∈Z ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞}. In particular, there is an integer c such that ni ≤ c for

every i ∈ Z.
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Then, if
∑
xit

i ∈ B, we have that

∥∥∥∑xit
i
∥∥∥ = sup

i
|xi|qni ≤ qc−d,

and the bound is uniform on B once ‖ · ‖ has been fixed.

Next, we study general bounded sets. Again, from Example 2.2.1 we may deduce

that a subset of K{{t}} which contains elements with arbitrarily large coefficients cannot

be bounded. Therefore, any bounded subset of K{{t}} is contained in a set of the form

∑
i∈Z

pkiti, ki ∈ Z ∪ {∞} .

In order to prove our claim, it is enough to show that the indices ki may be taken to be

bounded below.

Suppose that D ⊂ K{{t}} is not contained in a set of the form (2.9). Then it must

contain elements with arbitrarily large coefficients. More precisely, at least one of the

following must happen:

1. There is a decreasing sequence (ij)j≥0 ⊂ Z<0 and a sequence (ξij )j≥0 ⊂ D such that,

if xij ∈ K denotes the coefficient in degree ij of ξij , we have |xij | → ∞ as j →∞.

2. There is an increasing sequence (ij)j≥0 ⊂ Z≥0 and a sequence (ξij )j≥0 ⊂ D such that,

if xij ∈ K denotes the coefficient in degree ij of ξij , we have |xij | → ∞ as j →∞.

If condition 1 holds, consider the admissible seminorm ‖·‖ associated to the sequence

ni =

 0, if i ≤ 0,

−∞, if i > 0.

We have that ‖ξij‖ ≥ |xij | for all j ≥ 0 and this implies that D cannot be bounded.

If condition 1 does not hold, then condition 2 must hold. In such case, define

nij =


vK(xij )−1

2 if vK(xij ) is odd,

vK(xij )

2 , if vK(xij ) is even.

Furthermore, let ni = −∞ for any i < 0 and nl = nij for any index l such that
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ij ≤ l < ij+1. With such choices, the following three facts hold:

(i) The sequence (nij − vK(xij ))j≥0 tends to infinity.

(ii) The sequence (ni)i∈Z is bounded above.

(iii) For any l ∈ Z, there is an index i0 such that ni ≤ l for all i ≥ i0.

After (ii) and (iii), let ‖ · ‖ be the admissible seminorm associated to (ni)i∈Z. We have,

for every j ≥ 0, ‖ξij‖ ≥ |xij |q
nij , and thus D cannot be bounded.

Definition 2.2.5. Given that they constitute a basis for the Von-Neumann topology,

we will refer any O-submodule of the form (2.8) (resp. (2.9)) as a basic bounded O-

submodule of K((t)) (resp. K{{t}}).

Corollary 2.2.6. If ‖ · ‖ : K{{t}} → R is a seminorm which is bounded on bounded

sets, then there is a real number C > 0 such that ‖ti‖ < C for every i ∈ Z.

Proof. Suppose that ‖ ·‖ is a seminorm such that the sequence of real numbers (‖ti‖)i∈Z

is not bounded. Consider the bounded set

O{{t}} =
∑
i∈Z
Oti,

and the sequence (ti)i∈Z ⊂ O{{t}}. The seminorm ‖ · ‖ is not bounded on OF .

Contrary to the situation in the equal characteristic case, in the mixed characteristic

setting we get the following.

Corollary 2.2.7. The space K{{t}} is not bornological.

Proof. It is enough to supply a seminorm which is bounded on bounded sets but not

continuous.

Consider the norm on K{{t}} given by

∥∥∥∥∥∑
i∈Z

xit
i

∥∥∥∥∥ = sup
i∈Z
|xi|, (2.10)
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which is the absolute value on K{{t}} related to the valuation vF . If B is a basic bounded

set as in (2.9), then

sup
x∈B
‖x‖ = sup

i∈Z
q−ki ,

and hence ‖ · ‖ is bounded on bounded sets. However, the norm ‖ · ‖ is not continuous

on K{{t}} because

O{{t}} = {x ∈ K{{t}} ; ‖x‖ ≤ 1}

is closed but not open in K{{t}}.

Remark 2.2.8. When defining the higher topology on K{{t}}, an admissible seminorm

was attached to a sequence (ni)i∈Z ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞} subject to two conditions:

(i) The ni are bounded above.

(ii) We have ni → −∞ as i→∞.

However, in the proof of Proposition 2.1.7 we did not require to make use of condition

(ii).

Indeed, if we remove condition (ii) and allow all sequences (ni)i∈Z satisfying only

condition (i), we obtain a locally convex topology. Let us describe it: on one hand, the

norm on K{{t}} given by ∑
i∈Z

xit
i 7→ sup

i∈Z
|xi|,

becomes continuous, as it corresponds to taking ni = 0 for all i ∈ Z. Hence, the resulting

locally convex topology is both finer than the higher topology and finer than the complete

discrete valuation topology. It is an immediate exercise to see that under such a topology

the ring of integers O{{t}} is a bounded open lattice and this is equivalent to the locally

convex topology being defined by a single seminorm [Sch02, Proposition 4.11]. We

conclude that the resulting topology is the complete discrete valuation topology.

It is immediate to check that the complete discrete valuation topology on K{{t}}

defines a Banach K-algebra structure with very nice analytic properties. However, it is

unclear whether this structure is of any arithmetic interest.

Proposition 2.2.9. Let F = K((t)) or K{{t}}. The multiplication map µ : F × F → F

is bounded with respect to the product bornology on the domain.
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Proof. Let B1 =
∑

i∈Z p
miti and B2 =

∑
i∈Z p

nj tj be two bounded O-submodules of F .

The product bornology on F ×F is generated by sets of the form B1×B2. We have that

µ(B1, B2) =
∑

k∈Z Vkt
k with Vk =

∑
k=i+j p

mipnj =
∑

k=i+j p
mi+nj . We distinguish

cases.

If F = K((t)), mi =∞ and nj =∞ if i and j are small enough. In this case, the sum

defining Vk is actually finite and there is lk ∈ Z ∪ {∞} such that Vk ⊂ plk . Moreover,

we actually have Vk = {0} if k is small enough and therefore µ(B1, B2) ⊂ F is bounded.

If F = K{{t}}, then there are integers c and d such that mi ≥ c for all i ∈ Z and

nj ≥ d for all j ∈ Z. This implies that Vk ⊂ pc+d for every k and that it is bounded.

2.3 Complete, c-compact and compactoid O-submodules

In this section we will study relevant O-submodules of K((t)) and K{{t}}, including rings

of integers and rank-2 rings of integers.

We start dealing with completeness of rings of integers.

Proposition 2.3.1. The rings of integers K[[t]] and O{{t}} are complete O-submodules

of K((t)) and K{{t}}, respectively.

In the case of K[[t]] ⊂ K((t)), the result follows because K((t)) is complete and K[[t]]

is a closed subset. However, it is also immediate to give an argument by hand.

Proof. Let I be a directed set and (xi)i∈I a Cauchy net in the ring of integers. We

distinguish cases below.

In the case of K[[t]], we write xi =
∑

k≥0 xk,it
k with xk,i ∈ K. Since (xi)i∈I is a

Cauchy net in OF , we have that (xk,i)i∈I is a Cauchy net in K and hence converges to

an element xk ∈ K for every k ≥ 0. The element x =
∑

k≥0 xkt
k is the limit of the

Cauchy net.

In the case of O{{t}}, the procedure is very similar. We write xi =
∑

k∈Z xi,kt
k with

xi,k ∈ O. Since O is complete and (xi,k)i∈I is a Cauchy net, it converges to an element

xk ∈ O for every k ∈ Z. It is elementary to check that as k → −∞, we have xk → 0

and therefore x =
∑

k∈Z xkt
k is a well-defined element in O{{t}} which is the limit of

the Cauchy net.
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Corollary 2.3.2. The rank-2 rings of integers of K((t)) and K{{t}} are complete.

Proof. It follows from the previous proposition due to the fact that they are closed

subsets of complete O-submodules.

Next we will study rings of integers from the point of view of c-compactness and

compactoidicity.

Proposition 2.3.3. K[[t]] is c-compact.

Proof. As a locally convex K-vector space, K[[t]] is isomorphic to KN (Proposition 2.1.4).

The field K is c-compact (Example 1.1.6). Finally, a product of c-compact spaces is

c-compact (Proposition 1.1.8).

Corollary 2.3.4. The rank-2 ring of integers of K((t)), O + tK[[t]], is c-compact.

Proof. After the previous proposition, the result follows from the fact that O+ tK[[t]] ⊂

K[[t]] is closed, as c-compactness is hereditary for closed subsets [Sch02, Lemma 12.1.iii].

Corollary 2.3.5. The rings K[[t]] and O + tK[[t]] are not compactoid.

Proof. This follows from the fact that they are both c-compact, unbounded, complete

and Proposition 1.1.10.

The compactoid submodules of a locally convex vector space define a bornology.

Since every compactoid submodule is bounded, in our case it is important to decide

which basic bounded submodules of K((t)) and K{{t}} are compactoid.

Since K((t)) is a nuclear space, the class of bounded O-submodules and compactoid

O-submodules coincide [Sch02, Proposition 19.2].

It is in any case easy to see that any basic bounded subset

B =
∑
i≥i0

pkiti, ki ∈ Z ∪ {∞}

is compactoid: suppose that Λ =
∑

i∈Z p
niti with ni ∈ Z ∪ {−∞} and such that for

every i > i1 we have ni = −∞. If i1 < i0 then B ⊂ Λ and there is nothing to show.
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Otherwise, let li = min(ni, ki) for i0 ≤ i ≤ i1. Then

B ⊆ Λ +

i1∑
i=i0

O · πliti,

which shows that it is compactoid.

Corollary 2.3.6. The basic bounded O-submodules of K((t)) are c-compact.

Proof. In view of Proposition 1.1.10, it is enough to show that a submodule B as in the

proof of the previous proposition is complete for nets. But the argument for showing

completeness of such O-submodules is the same as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.1 and

we shall omit it.

In the case of K{{t}} there is a difference between bounded and compactoid O-

submodules. For the proof of the following proposition we will consider the projection

maps

πj : K{{t}} → K,
∑
i∈Z

xit
i 7→ xj , j ∈ Z.

These are examples of continuous nonzero linear forms on K{{t}}.

Proposition 2.3.7. The only compactoid submodules amongst the basic bounded sub-

modules of K{{t}} are the ones of the form

B =
∑
i∈Z

pkiti, (2.11)

with ki ∈ Z bounded below and such that ki → ∞ as i → −∞. In particular, the

submodules of the form (2.11) describe a basis for the bornology on K{{t}} generated by

compactoid submodules.

Proof. Let B be a basic bounded submodule as in (2.11), with the ki ∈ Z∪{∞} bounded

below.

On one hand, assume that ki → ∞ as i → −∞. Let Λ =
∑

i∈Z p
niti be an open

lattice and assume that B is not contained in Λ, as otherwise there is nothing to prove.

When i → ∞, the ki are bounded below and ni → −∞. Similarly, when i → −∞,

ki →∞ and the ni are bounded above. Hence, the following two statements are true:
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(i) There is an index i0 such that for every i < i0, ki ≥ ni.

(ii) There is an index i1 such that for every i > i1, ki ≥ ni.

We have i0 ≤ i1, as otherwise B is contained in Λ. Let li = min(ki, ni) for i0 ≤ i ≤ i1.

Then we have

B ⊆ Λ +

i1∑
i=i0

O · πliti,

which shows that B is compactoid.

On the other hand, suppose that the ki do not tend to infinity as i→ −∞. In such

case, there is a decreasing sequence (ij)j≥0 ⊂ Z<0 such that (kij )j≥0 is bounded above.

Let M ∈ Z be such that kij < M for every j ≥ 0.

Let

Λ =
∑
i<0

pM ti +
∑
i≥0

Kti ⊂ K{{t}} ,

which is an open lattice. Suppose that x1, . . . , xm ∈ K{{t}} satisfy that B ⊆ Λ +Ox1 +

· · ·+Oxm. We denote xl =
∑

i∈Z xl,it
i, with xl,i ∈ K, for 1 ≤ l ≤ m.

We know that for 1 ≤ l ≤ m, we have xl,i → 0 as i → −∞. Therefore, there is an

index j0 ≥ 0 such that for every j ≥ j0 we have vK(xl,ij ) > M . Then we have

πij0 (B) ⊆ πij0 (Λ +Ox1 + · · ·+Oxm),

from where we deduce

p
kij0 ⊆ pM + p

vK(x1,ij0
)

+ · · ·+ p
vK(xm,ij0

)
= pM .

However, this inclusion contradicts the fact that kij0 < M .

Definition 2.3.8. We will refer in the sequel to the O-submodules of the form (2.8)

(resp. (2.11)) as basic compactoid submodules of K((t)) (resp. K{{t}}).

We deduce several consequences of this result.

Corollary 2.3.9. The field K{{t}} is not a nuclear space.
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Proof. After the previous Proposition and (i) in Proposition 1.1.17, the result follows

by observing that K{{t}} contains O-submodules, such as O{{t}}, which are bounded

but not compactoid.

Corollary 2.3.10. The basic compactoid submodules of K{{t}} are c-compact.

Proof. Again, in view of Proposition 1.1.10, it is enough to show that the O-submodule

B as in (2.11) is complete. The argument is the same as in the proof of Proposition

2.3.1 and we omit it.

The proof of the following corollary is immediate after Proposition 2.3.7.

Corollary 2.3.11. O{{t}} and the rank-two ring of integers of K{{t}} are not com-

pactoid nor c-compact.

Proof. The fact that these rings are not compactoid follows from Proposition 2.3.7.

The fact that they are not c-compact follows from the fact that, on top of not being

compactoid, they both are bounded and complete.

Corollary 2.3.12. Multiplication µ : K{{t}} ×K{{t}} → K{{t}} is also bounded when

K{{t}} is endowed with the bornology generated by compactoid O-submodules in the

codomain, and the product of two copies of such bornology in the domain.

Proof. Let B1 =
∑

i∈Z p
miti and B2 =

∑
j∈Z p

nj tj be two basic compactoid submodules

of K{{t}}; let Vk as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.9. Just like in the aforementioned

proof, Vk is a contained in a fractional ideal of K and is therefore bounded. Moreover,

it is possible to choose lk ∈ Z ∪ {∞} such that lk → ∞ as k → −∞ and Vk ⊂ plk ; this

proves that µ(B1, B2) is contained in a compactoid O-submodule of K{{t}}.

2.4 Duality

Let us describe some duality issues of two-dimensional local fields when regarded as

locally convex vector spaces over a local field.

Much is known about the self-duality of the additive group of a two-dimensional local

field. From [Fes03, §3], if F is a two-dimensional local field, once a nontrivial continuous
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character

ψ : F → S1 ⊂ C×

has been fixed, the group of continuous characters of the additive group of F consists

entirely of characters of the form α → ψ(aα), where a runs through all elements of F .

This result is entirely analogous to the one-dimensional theory [Tat67, Lemma 2.2.1].

In the case of K((t)) and K{{t}}, self-duality of the additive group follows in an

explicit way from two self-dualities: that of the two-dimensional local field as a locally

convex K-vector space, and that of the additive group of K as a locally compact abelian

group. Since the second is sufficiently documented [Tat67, §2.2], let us focus on the first

one.

We have already exhibited nontrivial continuous linear forms on a two-dimensional

local field. Let F = K((t)) or K{{t}}; the map

πi : F → K,
∑

xjt
j 7→ xi (2.12)

is a continuous nonzero linear form for all i ∈ Z.

Consider now the following map:

γ : F → F ′, x 7→ πx,

with

πx : F → K, y 7→ π0(xy).

More explicitly, if x =
∑
xit

i and y =
∑
yit

i, then

πx(y) =
∑

xiy−i.

The map γ is well-defined because πx, being the composition of multiplication by

a fixed element F → F and the projection π0 : F → K, is a continuous linear form.

Besides that, γ is K-linear and injective.

Remark 2.4.1. Regarding topologies on dual spaces, we have that K((t))′c = K((t))′b
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after Proposition 1.1.17.(i). However, the topology of K{{t}}′c is strictly weaker than

the one of K{{t}}′b: consider the seminorm

| · |O{{t}} : K{{t}}′ → R, l 7→ sup
x∈O{{t}}

|l(x)|,

which is continuous with respect to the b-topology. If | · |O{{t}} was continuous with

respect to the c-topology, there would be a basic compactoid submodule B ⊂ K{{t}}

and a constant C > 0 such that |l|O{{t}} ≤ C|l|B for all l ∈ K{{t}}′.

However, suppose that B =
∑

i∈Z p
kiti with ki → ∞ as i → −∞. For any real

number C > 0 there is an index j ∈ Z such that Cq−kj < 1. This implies the inequality

C|πj |B < |πj |O{{t}}.

This shows that | · |O{{t}} is not continuous in the c-topology.

Theorem 2.4.2. The map γ : F → F ′c is an isomorphism of locally convex K-vector

spaces.

Before we prove this result, we need an auxiliary result.

Lemma 2.4.3. Let w ∈ F ′ and define, for every i ∈ Z, ai = w(t−i). Then the formal

sum
∑
ait

i defines an element of F .

Proof. We distinguish cases. If F = K((t)), it is necessary to show that ai = 0 for all

small enough indices i. In other words, that there is an index i0 ∈ Z such that for every

i ≥ i0 we have w(ti) = 0. Without loss of generality, we may restrict ourselves to a

continuous linear form w : K[[t]]→ K. In this case we get our result from the following

isomorphisms: first K[[t]] ∼= KN, second (KN)′ ∼=
⊕

NK
′ [PGS10, Theorem 7.4.22], and

third K ′ ∼= K.

In the case in which F = K{{t}}, we need to show that the values |ai| for i ∈ Z

are bounded and that |ai| → 0 as i → −∞. On one hand, the subset O{{t}} ⊂ F is

bounded after Proposition 2.2.4 and ti ∈ O{{t}} for every i ∈ Z. As w is continuous,

the set w(O{{t}}) ⊂ K is bounded and therefore the values w(ti) are bounded. On the

other hand, the net
(
ti
)
i∈Z tends to zero in K{{t}} as i → ∞. As w is continuous,

ai = w(t−i)→ 0 as i→ −∞.
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Proof of Theorem 2.4.2. As explained above, the map γ is well-defined, K-linear and

injective.

Let w ∈ F ′. Define x =
∑

i ait
i ∈ F with ai as in Lemma 2.4.3. Then, for y =∑

yit
i ∈ F , we have

w
(∑

yit
i
)

=
∑

yiw(ti) =
∑

yia−i = π0(xy)

(the first equality follows from Remark 2.1.11). Therefore, w = πx and the map δ is

surjective.

In order to show bicontinuity, let us first work out what continuity means in this

setting. For any ε > 0 and B a set in the bornology generated by compactoid submod-

ules, we must show that there are δ > 0 and an admissible seminorm ‖ · ‖ : F → K such

that ‖x‖ ≤ δ implies |πx|B ≤ ε.

Without loss of generality, we may replace ε and δ by integer powers of q, and the

generic bounded set B by a basic compactoid submodule of F , which is of the form

(2.8) in the equal characteristic case or (2.11) in the mixed characteristic case. For

convenience, let us write

B =
∑
i∈Z

pkiti, ki ∈ Z ∪ {∞}

by allowing, in the equal characteristic case, ki =∞ for every small enough i.

Now, let n ∈ Z. We take ni = −k−i for every i ∈ Z. Because of the conditions

defining B, the sequence (ni)i∈Z defines an admissible seminorm ‖ · ‖ in both cases.

Now, for x =
∑
xit

i, we have that ‖x‖ ≤ qn if and only if for every index i ∈ Z we have

ni − n ≤ vK(xi). (2.13)

Similarly, |πx|B ≤ qn if and only if for every index i ∈ Z we have

− k−i − n ≤ vK(xi). (2.14)

By direct comparison and substitution between (2.13) and (2.14), we have that with our
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choice of admissible seminorm ‖ · ‖,

‖x‖ ≤ qn if and only if |πx|B ≤ qn,

which shows bicontinuity.

Remark 2.4.4. In the mixed characteristic case we may ask ourselves if it is possible to

exhibit any self-duality result involving F ′b, that is, topologizing the dual space according

to uniform convergence over all bounded sets.

It can be seen from the proof of Theorem 2.4.2 that this is not the case. Any

bornology B stronger than the one generated by compactoid submodules will stop the

map γ : F → F ′B from being continuous.

We remark that if there were no other bounded sets in K{{t}} besides the ones

generated by compactoid submodules, it would be possible to show that such a locally

convex vector space is bornological.

From the failure of K{{t}} at being bornological we may deduce that Theorem 2.4.2

is the best possible result.

By applying Theorem 2.4.2 twice on K((t)), we recover the fact that this locally

convex space is reflexive. Indeed, we have made this fact explicit via the choice of

duality pairing:

K((t))×K((t))→ K, (x, y) 7→ π0(xy).

Corollary 2.4.5. The field K{{t}} is not reflexive.

Proof. Since any reflexive space is barrelled (Proposition 1.1.13), the result follows from

Proposition 2.1.12.

In order to conclude this section let us describe polars and pseudo-polars of the

O-submodules which we have studied in §2.3.

After Theorem 2.4.2, the topological isomorphism given by γ allows us to identify F

with F ′c, and in particular lets us relate their O-submodules.
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Definition 2.4.6. Let F = K((t)) or K{{t}}. Let A ⊂ F be an O-submodule. We let

Aγ = γ−1(Ap) ⊂ F

and refer to it, by abuse of language, as the pseudo-polar of A.

Proposition 2.4.7. Consider the O-submodule

A =
∑
i∈Z

pkiti, ki ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}

of F = K((t)) or K{{t}}. Then, we have

Aγ =
∑
i∈Z

p1−k−iti.

Proof. Let B =
∑

i∈Z p
1−k−iti.

On one hand, suppose x =
∑
xit

i ∈ B. We have, for every y =
∑
yit

i ∈ A,

|πx(y)| =
∣∣∣∑x−iyi

∣∣∣ ≤ sup |x−i||yi| = sup q−1+ki−ki < 1

and, therefore, B ⊆ Aγ .

On the other hand, suppose that x =
∑
xit

i ∈ Aγ . Then, by definition, we have

|πx(y)| < 1, for any y ∈ A.

In particular, let y = πkiti. Then the inequality

|πx(πkiti)| = |x−iπki | < 1

implies that vK(x−i) ≥ 1 − ki. Therefore x−i ∈ p1−ki . Since our conclusion holds for

any i ∈ Z, we have that x ∈ Aγ and, therefore, B ⊂ Aγ .

After (iv) in Proposition 1.1.15, we may think of the following corollary as a proof

that the submodule A in the statement of the previous Proposition is closed, as it is

equal to its pseudo-bipolar; proofs to this result and the following two corollaries are
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immediate.

Corollary 2.4.8. For an O-submodule A as in the previous Proposition, we have App =

A.

Corollary 2.4.9. We have K[[t]]γ = K[[t]]. For the rank-2 ring of integers, we have

(O + tK[[t]])γ = p + tK[[t]].

Corollary 2.4.10. We have (O{{t}})γ = p{{t}}. For the rank-2 ring of integers, we

have (
∑

i<0 pt
i +
∑

i≥0Oti)γ =
∑

i≤0Oti +
∑

i>0 pt
i.

By Proposition 1.1.15 and Theorem 2.4.2, pseudo-polarity exchanges open lattices

and basic compactoid submodules. Under the characterization given by Proposition

2.4.7, the relation is evident.

The same arguments exposed apply to compute that the polar of the O-submodule∑
i∈Z p

kiti, ki ∈ Z ∪ {±∞} is
∑

i∈Z p
−k−iti. As such, the polar of an open lattice is a

compactoid lattice and vice versa.

Let us write down a table with pseudo-polars and polars of relevant O-submodules:

A Aγ polar of A

K[[t]] K[[t]] K[[t]]

O + tK[[t]] p + tK[[t]] O + tK[[t]]

O{{t}} p{{t}} O{{t}}∑
i<0 pt

i +
∑

i≥0Oti
∑

i≤0Oti +
∑

i>0 pt
i
∑

i≤0Oti +
∑

i>0 p
−1ti

Λ =
∑

i∈Z p
niti B =

∑
i∈Z p

1−n−iti B =
∑

i∈Z p
−n−iti

(open lattice) (compactoid) (compactoid)

B =
∑

i∈Z p
kiti Λ =

∑
i∈Z p

1−k−iti B =
∑

i∈Z p
−k−iti

(basic compactoid) (open lattice) (open lattice)

The isomorphism γ : F → F ′c is not unique, as it depends on choosing a nonzero

linear form on F , which in our case is π0. For example, replacing π0 by π1 in the

definition of γ would lead to an identical result. The actual shape of Aγ , for a given

O-submodule A ⊂ F , depends heavily on γ. However, the fact that polarity exchanges

open lattices with compactoid submodules does not depend on γ.
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In conclusion, taking the pseudo-polar or polar is a self-map on the set of O-

submodules of K((t)) or K{{t}} which reverses inclusions, gives basic compactoid sub-

modules when applied to open lattices and vice versa, and whose square equals the

identity map when restricted to closed O-submodules.

2.5 General two-dimensional local fields

In the previous sections of this chapter we have developed a systematic study of K((t))

and K{{t}} from the point of view of the theory of locally convex spaces over K. Let us

explain how the previous results extend to a general characteristic zero two-dimensional

local field K ↪→ F . The moral of the story is that we can link the higher topology on

F to the constructions on K((t)) and K{{t}} that we have performed in the preceding

sections of this work by performing operations such as restriction of scalars along a

finite extension and taking finite products, and due to their finite nature, none of these

operations modifies the properties of the resulting locally convex spaces.

Due to the difference in their structures, we consider the equal characteristic and

mixed characteristic cases separately.

2.5.1 Equal characteristic

Assume that K ↪→ F is a two-dimensional local field and that char F = char F . In

this case, as explained in §1.3.1, the choice of a field embedding F ↪→ F determines an

isomorphism F ∼= F ((t)).

Denote the algebraic closure of K in F by K̃. The extension K̃|K is finite and

K̃ ↪→ F is the only coefficient field of F which factors the field inclusion K ↪→ F

[Mor10a, Lemma 2.7], and this is the only coefficient field of F that we will take into

account in our constructions. Whenever the dimension of F is greater than two such a

choice of coefficient field is not available: it is true that the algebraic closure K̃ of K

inside F factors the field embedding K ↪→ F , but we only obtain a coefficient field of F

in the two-dimensional case.

Remark 2.5.1. It is a well-known fact that in this case the higher topology of F depends

on the choice of a coefficient field [Yek92, Example 2.1.22]. This is why we stress that in
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this work the only coefficient field we consider is K̃ ↪→ F because the field embedding

K ↪→ F is given a priori.

The K̃-vector space F ∼= K̃((t)) is a complete, bornological, barrelled, reflexive and

nuclear locally convex space by direct application of Corollary 2.1.6. The higher topology

on F only depends on the choice of the embedding K̃ ↪→ F and, therefore, does not

change by restriction of scalars along K ↪→ K̃.

Let us explain this fact with more detail. On one hand, all open lattices Λ are

O-modules by restriction of scalars. On the other hand, if x ∈ F , there is a positive

power of π
K̃

that maps x to Λ by multiplication. These facts are enough to deduce local

convexity over K.

The absolute value on K̃ restricts to the absolute value of K and therefore Corollary

2.1.2 describes the admissible seminorms of K ↪→ F without any changes.

Moreover, after Proposition 2.1.4 we have that the higher topology on K̃((t)) agrees

with the strict inductive limit topology given by

K̃((t)) =
⋃
i∈Z

tiK̃[[t]] ,

which is also a union of K-vector spaces. Since the extension K̃|K is finite, we also have

that K̃[[t]] is isomorphic to a product of countably many copies of K and is therefore a

Fréchet K-vector space. Hence, we get that F is an LF-space over K and in particular

we may deduce from Proposition 2.1.6 that F is a complete, bornological, barrelled,

reflexive and nuclear K-vector space.

Because admissible seminorms do not change after restricting scalars to K, Propo-

sition 2.2.2 describes a basis of bounded O-submodules of F . These are complete, and

from nuclearity we deduce that the classes of bounded O-submodules and compactoid

O-submodules of F agree.

Since K̃ is a finite dimensional K-vector space, it is c-compact. The ring of integers

OF = K̃[[t]] is therefore c-compact, being isomorphic to a product of copies of K̃. It is

unbounded, complete and not compactoid after Proposition 1.1.10. Similarly, the rank-2

ring of integers of F shares all these properties with OF .
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Regarding duality, the fact that the map γ : F → F ′c is an isomorphism of locally

convex spaces does not change when we restrict scalars to K. Explicit nonzero linear

forms F → K may be constructed by composing the maps πi : F → K̃ as in (2.12) with

Tr
K̃|K .

Problem. It is relevant to decide whether the class of bounded sets of F changes along

with the change of vector space and locally convex structures associated to the choice

of a different coefficient field.

2.5.2 Mixed characteristic

If char F 6= char F , then, as explained in §1.3.1, there is a unique field embedding

Qp ↪→ F . If we denote the algebraic closure of Qp in F by K̃, the field inclusion K ↪→ F

may be factored into the following diagram of field embeddings

K{{t}} // K̃{{t}} // F

Qp // K

OO

// K̃

OO
,

in which all horizontal arrows are finite extensions.

The inclusions K ↪→ K{{t}} and K̃ ↪→ K̃{{t}} correspond to the situation we have

been dealing with in the preceding sections of this work. Let n = [F : K{{t}}].

As K-vector spaces, we have

F ∼= K{{t}}n .

The higher topology on F may be defined as the product topology on n copies of the

higher topology on K{{t}} [MZ95, 1.3.2]. Furthermore, it does not depend on any choices

of subfields K{{t}} ⊂ F [Kat00, §1]. Hence, since the product topology on a product

of locally convex vector spaces is locally convex, the inclusion K ↪→ F gives a locally

convex K-vector space.

We may describe the family of open lattices or, equivalently, continuous seminorms,

from the corresponding lattices or seminorms for K{{t}} and Proposition 1.1.1.
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The situation for the ring of integers OF is as follows. The inclusion O{{t}} ↪→ OF

turns OF into a rank-n free O{{t}}-module. Therefore the subspace topology on OF ⊂ F

coincides with the product topology on OF ∼= O{{t}}n. From here, it is possible to show

that OF is a bounded and complete O-submodule of F which is neither c-compact nor

compactoid. It is however closed, but not open, and this proves that F is not barrelled.

The norm attached to the valuation vF provides a example of a seminorm which is

bounded on bounded sets but not continuous, as its unit ball, OF , is not open. Hence

K ↪→ F is not bornological.

From the self-duality of K{{t}}, we obtain a chain of isomorphisms of locally convex

K-vector spaces

F ′c
∼= (K{{t}}n)′c

∼=
(
K{{t}}′c

)n ∼= K{{t}}n ∼= F,

which shows that F is also self-dual. Explicit nonzero linear forms may be constructed

in this case composing the trace map Tr F |K{{t}} with the maps πi : K{{t}} → K as in

(2.12). Finally, as OF is a bounded O-submodule which is not compactoid, we deduce

that K ↪→ F is not nuclear.

2.6 A note on the archimedean case

Let K = R or C. We will denote by | · | either the usual absolute value on R, or the

module on C.

In this section we will consider the study of archimedean two-dimensional local fields.

An archimedean two-dimensional local field is a complete discrete valuation field F

whose residue field is an archimedean (one-dimensional) local field. Hence, we have a

non-canonical isomorphism F ∼= K((t)) for one of our two choices of K. Once an inclusion

of fields K ⊂ F has been fixed and t has been chosen, a unique such isomorphism is

determined.

The theory of locally convex vector spaces over K was developed much earlier than

the analogous non-archimedean theory and is well explained in, for example, [Köt69].

Let V be a K-vector space and C ⊆ V . The subset C is said to be convex if for any
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v, w ∈ C, the segment

{λv + µw;λ, µ ∈ R≥0, λ+ µ = 1}

is contained in C. The subset C is said to be absolutely convex if, moreover, we have

λC ⊆ C for every λ ∈ K such that |λ| ≤ 1.

We may associate a seminorm pC to any convex subset C ⊆ V by the rule

pC : V → R, x 7→ inf
ρ>0, x∈ρC

ρ.

This seminorm satisfies the usual triangle inequality, but not the ultrametric inequality.

Definition 2.6.1. The K-vector space V is said to be locally convex if it is a topological

vector space such that its topology admits a basis of neighbourhoods of zero given by

convex sets.

It may be shown that if V is locally convex its filter of neighbourhoods of zero also

admits a basis formed by absolutely convex subsets [Köt69, §18.1].

The higher topology on K((t)) is defined following the procedure outlined in §1.3.2.

In this case, we consider the disks of K centered at zero and of rational radius; this

defines a countable basis of convex neighbourhoods of zero for the euclidean topology

on K. Denote

Dρ = {a ∈ K; |a| < ρ} , ρ ∈ Q>0 ∪ {∞} .

Given a sequence (ρi)i∈Z ⊂ Q>0 ∪ {∞} such that there is an index i0 satisfying that

ρi =∞ for all i ≥ i0, consider the set

U =
∑
i∈Z

Dρit
i ⊂ F. (2.15)

The sets of the form (2.15) form a basis of neighbourhoods of zero for the higher

topology on F .

Proposition 2.6.2. The higher topology on F is locally convex, in the sense of Defini-

tion 2.6.1.

Proof. As the discs Dρi are convex, given two elements x, y ∈ U , it is easy to check that
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the segment

{λx+ µy; λ, µ ∈ R≥0; λ+ µ = 1}

is contained in U by checking on each coefficient separately.

Thus, the basis of open neighbourhoods of zero described by the sets of the form

(2.15) consists of convex sets, and hence the higher topology on F is locally convex.

As we have done in the rest of cases, we may now describe the higher topology in

terms of seminorms.

Proposition 2.6.3. Let k ∈ Z. Given a sequence ρi ∈ Q>0∪{∞} for every i ≤ k, such

that ρk <∞, consider the seminorm

‖ · ‖ : K((t))→ R,
∑
i≥i0

xit
i 7→ max

i≤k

|xi|
ρi
, (2.16)

having in mind the convention that a/∞ = 0 for every a ∈ R≥0. The higher topology on

F is defined by the set of seminorms specified by (2.16).

Proof. We will show that the seminorm ‖ · ‖ defined by (2.16) is the gauge seminorm

attached to the basic open neighbourhood of zero U given by (2.15).

Let x =
∑

i≥i0 xit
i ∈ F and ρ > 0. If k < i0, we may take ρ = 0 and deduce that

q(x) = 0.

Otherwise, x ∈ ρ U if and only if xi ∈ ρDρi for every i0 ≤ i ≤ k.

From this, we may deduce that x ∈ ρ U if and only if

|xi|
ρi

< ρ for every i0 ≤ i ≤ k. (2.17)

Finally, the infimum value of ρ satisfying (2.17) is precisely the maximum of the

values |xi|/ρi for i0 ≤ i ≤ k.

We have described the higher topology on K((t)) in a fashion that matches what has

been done in the previous sections. However, this locally convex space often arises in

functional analysis in the following way. We write

K((t)) = ∪i∈Nt−i.K[[t]] ,
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Each component in the union is isomorphic to KN, topologized using the product

topology, and the limit acquires the strict inductive limit locally convex topology.

It is known that K[[t]] is a Fréchet space, that is, complete and metrizable. As such,

the two-dimensional local field K((t)) is an LF-space and many of its properties may

be deduced from the general theory of LF-spaces, see for example [Köt69, §19]. In

particular, K((t)) is complete, bornological and nuclear.

2.7 A note on the characteristic p case

Let k = Fq be a finite field of characteristic p. In this section we will consider the

two-dimensional local field F = k((u))((t)). It is a vector space both over the finite field

k and over the local field k((u)).

The higher topology on F may be dealt with in two ways from a linear point of view.

The first approach was started by Parshin [Par84], and it regards F as a k-vector space.

In this approach, k is regarded as a discrete topological field and the tools used are those

of linear topology, see [Kap, §1] for an account. Linear topology was first introduced by

Lefschetz [Lef42].

The work developed in the previous sections of this work may be applied and we

may regard F a locally convex k((u))-vector space. In this section we will explain that

in this case we have obtained nothing new.

A topology on a k-vector space is said to be linear if the filter of neighbourhoods of

zero admits a collection of linear subspaces as a basis. A linearly topological vector space

V is said to be linearly compact if any family Ai ⊂ V , i ∈ I of closed affine subspaces

such that
⋂
i∈J Ai 6= ∅ for any finite set J ⊂ I, then

⋂
i∈I Ai 6= ∅. Finally, a linearly

topological vector space is locally linearly compact if it has a basis of neighbourhoods

of zero formed by linearly compact open subspaces.

Let Vectk be the category of linearly topological k-vector spaces. Similarly, let

Vectk((u)) be the category of locally convex k((u))-vector spaces.

Proposition 2.7.1. The rule

Vectk((u)) → Vectk, (2.18)
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which restricts scalars on k((u))-vector spaces along the inclusion k ↪→ k((u)) and pre-

serves topologies and linear maps, is a functor. Furthermore, if V is a locally convex

k((t))-space which is linearly compact as a k-space, then it is a c-compact k((u))-space.

Proof. Let V be a locally convex k((u))-vector space, and let Λ denote an open lattice.

As the lattice Λ is an Ok((u))-module and we have the inclusion k ↪→ Ok((u)) = k[[u]], it is

also a k-vector space by restriction of scalars.

As the collection of open lattices Λ is a basis for the filter of neighbourhoods of zero,

V is a linearly topological k-vector space and the first part of the proposition follows.

The fact that a k((u))-space V which is a linearly compact k-space must be a c-

compact k((u)) space in the first place comes from the fact that any closed convex subset

of V as a k((u)) space is a closed affine k-subspace by restriction of scalars.

It is not true in general that restriction of scalars on a c-compact k((u))-vector space

yields a linearly compact k-vector space: k((u)), being spherically complete, is a c-

compact k((u))-vector space [Sch02, §12] which is not a linearly compact k-vector space.

The lack of an embedding of a finite field into a characteristic zero two-dimensional

local field makes the linear topological approach unavailable in that setting; the locally

convex approach to these fields is therefore to be regarded as analogous to the linear

approach in positive characteristic. Similarly, the language of locally convex spaces is

to be regarded as one which unifies the approach to the zero characteristic and positive

characteristic cases.
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Locally convex structures on

higher local fields

Let us explain how to extend some of the results of Chapter §2 to the general case of

arbitrary dimension.

In this chapter, K still denotes a fixed characteristic zero local field, and the notations

that we have used regarding K in the previous chapter also carry on to the present

chapter.

Notation. We fix from now on, and until the beginning of §3.6,

F = K{{t1}} · · ·{{tr}}((tr+1)) · · ·((tn−1))

with 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. The extremal case r = 0 (resp. r = n − 1) stands for F =

K((t1)) · · ·((tn−1)) (resp. F = K{{t1}} · · ·{{tn−1}}). We also let

L = K{{t1}} · · ·{{tr}}((tr+1)) · · ·((tn−2)) ,

by which we simply mean that L is the subfield of F consisting of power series in

t1, . . . , tn−2.

It will be extremely convenient to use multi-index notation. For this purpose, let

I = Zn−1 and J = Zn−2. For l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, if we fix indices (il, . . . , in−1) ∈ Zn−l−1,
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we will denote

I(il, . . . , in−1) =
{
α ∈ I; α = (j1, . . . , jl−1, il, . . . , in−1) for some (j1, . . . , jl−1) ∈ Zl−1

}
.

Any element x ∈ F can be written uniquely as a power series

x =
∑

in−1�−∞
· · ·

∑
ir+1�−∞

∑
ir∈Z
· · ·
∑
i1∈Z

xi1,...,in−1t
i1
1 · · · t

in−1

n−1 ,

with xi1,...,in−1 ∈ K. We will abbreviate such an expression to

x =
∑
α

x(α)tα,

for α ∈ I and x(α) ∈ K. Finally, denote −α = (−i1, . . . ,−in−1) for any α =

(i1, . . . , in−1) ∈ I.

Several proofs will use induction arguments. For such, it will be convenient to denote

elements of L as
∑

β x(β)tβ for β ∈ J and x(β) ∈ K, with this notation being analogous

to that adopted for elements in F . The statement α = (β, i) for α ∈ I, β ∈ J and i ∈ Z

means that if β = (i1, . . . , in−2), then α = (i1, . . . , in−2, i).

When necessary, the set I will be ordered with the inverse lexicographical order, that

is: (i1, . . . , in−1) < (j1, . . . , jn−1) if and only if for an index l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} we have

il < jl and im = jm for l < m ≤ n− 1.

We will construct objects such as O-submodules of and seminorms on F attached

to a given net in Z ∪ {±∞}. Instead of using notation (nα)α∈I , which is standard

for sequences and was used thoroughly in Chapter §2, we will denote the elements

of a net by (n(α))α∈I , the net of coefficients (x(α))α∈I ⊂ K attached to an element

x =
∑

α x(α)tα ∈ F being a first example. We will ease notation by letting, when given

a net (n(α))α∈I ⊂ Z ∪ {±∞}, n(β, i) := n ((β, i)) for β ∈ J , i ∈ Z.

3.1 Local convexity of higher topologies

Proposition 3.1.1. The higher topology on F is locally convex. It may be described as

follows. For any net (n(α))α∈I ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞} subjected to the conditions:
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(i) For any l ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n− 1} and fixed indices il+1, . . . , in−1 ∈ Z, there is a

k0 ∈ Z such that for every k ≥ k0 we have

n(α) = −∞ for all α ∈ I(k, il+1, . . . , in−1).

(ii) For any l ∈ {1, . . . , r} and fixed indices il+1, . . . , in−1, there is an integer c ∈ Z

such that

n(α) ≤ c for every α ∈ I(il+1, . . . , in−1),

and we have that

n(α)→ −∞, α ∈ I(k, il+1, . . . , in−1), as k →∞.

Then, the open lattices of F are those of the form

Λ =
∑
α

pn(α)tα. (3.1)

Remark 3.1.2. Let us clarify what the second part in condition (ii) above stands for.

The condition is that for any l ∈ {1, . . . , r} and fixed indices il+1, . . . , in−1, given d ∈ Z

there is an integer k0 such that for every k ≥ k0 and α ∈ I(k, il+1, . . . , in−1) we have

n(α) ≤ d.

Proof. We will prove the result by induction on n. For n = 2, see Propositions 2.1.1

and 2.1.7. Suppose n > 2. Then write L = K{{t1}} · · ·{{tr}}((tr+1)) · · ·((tn−2)), with

r ∈ {0, n− 2}. By induction hypothesis, the higher topology on L is locally convex and

its open lattices are of the form

M =
∑
β∈J

pn(β)tβ, (3.2)

with (n(β))β∈J ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞} a net satisfying the conditions in the statement of the

proposition.

Now we need to distinguish two cases. First, if r ≤ n − 2, we must apply the

construction in which neighbourhoods of zero are of the form (1.5), as F = L((tn−1)).
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So we let

Mi =
∑
β∈J

pn(β,i)tβ, i ∈ Z,

with the property that there is an i0 ∈ Z such that for all i ≥ i0, Mi = L. This last

condition is equivalent to setting n(β, i) = −∞ for all β ∈ J and i ≥ i0. As the Mi

describe a basis of neighbourhoods of zero for the higher topology on L, the higher

topology on F admits a basis of neighbourhoods of zero formed by sets of the form

Λ =
∑
i∈Z

Mit
i
n−1.

By induction hypothesis, the Mi are all O-lattices, which is enough to show that Λ is

an O-lattice. So, in this case, we let α = (β, i) so that a basis of neighbourhoods of zero

for the higher topology is described by sets Λ =
∑

α∈I p
n(α)tα. On top of the conditions

which the indices n(β, i) satisfy by the induction hypothesis for β ∈ J , we must add the

further condition that there is an integer i0 such that for all i ≥ i0, n(α) = −∞ for all

α ∈ I(i). This shows that our claim holds in this case.

The second case is the one in which r > n− 2 and we must apply the construction

in which neighbourhoods of zero are given by sets of the form (1.6), as F = L{{t}}. So

we set

Mi =
∑
β∈J

pn(β,i)tβ, i ∈ Z,

subject to the properties:

(i) There is an integer c such that for every i ∈ Z, pcL ⊂Mi. By induction hypothesis,

this means that n(β, i) ≤ c for every β ∈ J and i ∈ Z.

(ii) Mi → L as i→∞. This is equivalent to n(β, i)→ −∞ for β ∈ J as i→∞.

As Mi describe a basis of neighbourhoods of zero of the topology of L, the sets of the

form

Λ =
∑
i∈Z

Mit
i
n−1

describe a basis of neighbourhoods of zero for the higher topology on F . Since the Mi

are O-lattices, we get that Λ is an O-lattice. Again, we let α = (β, i), so that the
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O-lattice Λ may be described as Λ =
∑

α∈I p
n(α)tα. On top of the conditions satisfied

by the n(α) which are inherited by induction, there are the two new conditions:

(i) There is an integer c such that n(α) ≥ c for all α ∈ I.

(ii) n(α)→ −∞ for α ∈ I(i), as i→∞.

This shows that the result also holds in this case.

After showing that the higher topology on K ↪→ F is locally convex, it is natural to

describe it in terms of seminorms.

Proposition 3.1.3. The higher topology on F is the locally convex K-vector space

topology defined by the seminorms of the form

‖ · ‖ : F → R,
∑
α

x(α)tα 7→ sup
α
|x(α)|qn(α) (3.3)

as (n(α))α∈I ⊂ Z∪{−∞} varies over the nets described in the statement of Proposition

3.1.1.

Proof. It is necessary to show that the gauge seminorm associated to the open lattice Λ

as in (3.1) is the one given by (3.3).

The gauge seminorm defined by Λ is by definition

‖x‖ = inf
x∈aΛ

|a|, for x ∈ F.

Let x =
∑

α x(α)tα. We have that x ∈ aΛ if and only if x(α) ∈ apn(α) for every α ∈ I.

That is, if and only if

|x(α)|qn(α) ≤ |a| for all α ∈ I. (3.4)

The infimum of the values |a| for which (3.4) holds is the supremum of the values

|x(α)|qn(α) as α ∈ I.

Definition 3.1.4. The seminorms on F defined in the previous proposition will be

referred to as admissible seminorms.
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An admissible seminorm ‖ · ‖ is attached to a net (n(α))α∈I ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞}. If we

have chosen notation not to reflect this fact it is in pursue of a lighter reading and

understanding that the net (n(α))α∈I , when needed, will be clear from the context.

3.2 First properties

We recall some properties from §1.3.2 and make some immediate deductions from the

fact that these topologies are locally convex. We also state some properties which do

not hold in general because they are known not to hold already for n = 2.

The field F , equipped with a higher topology, is a locally convex K-vector space, as

shown in Proposition 3.1.1. As such, it is a topological vector space. It is a previously

known fact that higher topologies are Hausdorff. In order to show that this property

holds in our setting it is enough to show that, given x ∈ F×, there is an admissible

seminorm ‖ · ‖ for which ‖x‖ 6= 0. If the α-coefficient of x is nonzero, any admissible

seminorm for which n(α) > −∞ suffices.

Moreover, the reduction map OF → F is open when OF is given the subspace

topology and F a higher topology compatible with the choice of coefficient field if

char F 6= char F .

Multiplication F → F by a fixed nonzero element induces a homeomorphism of F ,

but multiplication µ : F × F → F is not continuous; the immediate reason why this is

the case being that for any open lattice Λ we have µ(Λ,Λ) = F .

Higher topologies are not first-countable and therefore not metrizable. Moreover, in

general, F is not bornological, barrelled, reflexive nor nuclear and its rings of integers

are not c-compact nor compactoid, the first counterexample being the field K{{t}}, as

exposed throughout Chapter §2.

Remark 3.2.1. Power series in the system of parameters t1, . . . , tn−1 are convergent in

the higher topology. If x =
∑

α∈I x(α)tα ∈ F , we define a net (s(α))α∈I ⊂ F by taking

s(α) =
∑

α′≤α x(α′)tα
′
. If ‖ · ‖ is an admissible seminorm on F , then as α ∈ I grows,

the value ‖x− s(α)‖ becomes arbitrarily small.
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3.3 Bounded O-submodules

Let us study the bounded O-submodules of F . We start by describing a basis for the

Von-Neumann bornology on K ↪→ F .

Proposition 3.3.1. Let (k(α))α∈I ⊂ Z ∪ {∞} be a net subjected to the conditions:

(i) For every l ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n− 1} and indices il+1, . . . , in−1 ∈ Z there is an index

j0 ∈ Z such that for every j < j0 we have k(α) =∞ for all α ∈ I(j, il+1, . . . , in−1).

(ii) For every l ∈ {1, . . . , r} and il+1, . . . , in−1 ∈ Z, there is an integer d such that

k(α) ≥ d for all α ∈ I(il+1, . . . , in−1).

The Von-Neumann bornology of F admits as a basis the collection of O-submodules

B =
∑
α∈I

pk(α)tα (3.5)

as (k(α))α∈I varies over the nets specified above.

Proof. First, let us show that the sets B are bounded. As we will use induction on n,

the case n = 2 is thoroughly explained in Propositions 2.2.2 and 2.2.4.

Let ‖ · ‖ be an admissible seminorm attached to the net (n(α))α∈I ⊂ Z ∪ {−∞}.

Let x =
∑

α x(α)tα. We have

‖x‖ = sup
α
|x(α)|qn(α) ≤ sup

α
qn(α)−k(α)

and therefore it is enough to prove that the set {n(α)− k(α)}α∈I ⊂ Z∪{−∞} is bounded

above.

We distinguish two cases. Suppose first that r ≤ n− 2. Then F = L((tn−1)). On one

hand, there is an index j0 ∈ Z such that k(α) = ∞ for every α ∈ I(j), j < j0. On the

other hand, there is an index j1 ∈ Z such that n(α) = −∞ for every α ∈ I(j), j > j1.

It is therefore enough to show that each of the finitely many sets

N(j) = {n(α)− k(α); α ∈ I(j)} , j0 ≤ j ≤ j1
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are bounded above. But for each j ∈ Z, the net (n(α))α∈I(j) defines an admissible semi-

norm and
∑

β∈J p
k(β,j)tβ ⊂ L is a bounded O-submodule; this implies the boundedness

of N(j).

The case in which r = n − 1, and therefore F = L{{tn−1}}, is simpler: we have

that all the n(α) are bounded above and all the k(α) are bounded below; therefore the

differences n(α)− k(α) are bounded above.

Second, we have to show that any bounded subset of F is contained in an O-

submodule of F of the form (3.5).

The elements of any bounded subset D ⊂ F cannot have tn−1-expansions with

arbitrarily large coefficients in L in a fixed degree: otherwise, suppose that this is not

the case and that for j ∈ Z the j-th coefficients in the tn−1-expansions of the elements

in D may be arbitrarily large. By choosing any admissible seminorm with n(α) > −∞

for some α ∈ I(j) we easily obtain that D is not bounded.

Hence, D is contained in an O-submodule of the form C =
∑

i∈ZCit
i
n−1 with Ci ⊂ L

bounded O-submodules. By induction hypothesis, let us write

Ci =
∑
β∈J

pk(β,i)tβ, i ∈ Z,

with k(β, i) ∈ Z∪ {∞} satisfying the conditions exposed in the statement of the propo-

sition.

By letting α = (β, i) ∈ I, we may write C =
∑

α∈I p
k(α)tα and we only have to show

that the indices k(α) might be taken to satisfy the conditions exposed in the proposition.

Suppose that this is not the case, and let us consider separate cases again.

First, if r ≤ n−2 and F = L((tn−1)), the indices k(α) may be taken to satisfy condi-

tion (ii) by induction hypothesis. Condition (i) is also satisfied by induction hypothesis

for every l ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n− 2}. So we only have to show that if the k(α) may not be

taken to satisfy condition (i) in the case l = n− 1, then D cannot be bounded.

If the condition does not hold, then there is a decreasing sequence (jh)h≥0 ⊂ Z<0,

an index αh ∈ I(jh) and an element ξh ∈ D such that its αh-coefficient, which we label
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x(αh), is nonzero. Let

n(α) =

 −jh + v(x(αh)), if α = αh ∈ I(jh),

−∞ otherwise.

The net (n(α))α∈I defines an admissible seminorm ‖ · ‖. Since ‖ξh‖ ≥ |x(αh)|qn(αh) =

q−jh , D cannot be bounded.

Second, suppose that r = n − 1 and F = L{{tn−1}}. By induction hypothesis, we

know that condition (ii) holds for every l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 2}, so we suppose that it does

not hold in the case l = n− 1. In such case, at least one of the following must happen:

1. There is a decreasing sequence (jh)h≥0 ⊂ Z<0, an index αh ∈ I(jh) and ξh ∈ D such

that, if x(αh) denotes the αh-coefficient of ξh, we have |x(αh)| → ∞ as h→∞.

2. There is an increasing sequence (jh)h≥0 ⊂ Z≥0, an index αh ∈ I(jh) and ξh ∈ D such

that, if x(αh) denotes the αh-coefficient of ξh, we have |x(αh)| → ∞ as h→∞.

Suppose that condition 1 holds. In this case, let

n(α) =

 0, if α = αh for some h ≥ 0,

−∞ otherwise.

The net (n(α))α∈I defines an admissible seminorm ‖ · ‖. Now, for h ≥ 0, we have

‖ξh‖ ≥ q−v(x(αh)) and hence D cannot be bounded.

Finally, if condition 1 does not hold, then condition 2 must happen. In such case,

let

n(α) =


(v(x(αh))− 1)/2, if α = αh for some h ≥ 0 and v(x(αh)) odd.

v(x(αh))/2, if α = αh for some h ≥ 0 and v(x(αh)) even.

−∞ otherwise.

The net (n(α))α∈I defines an admissible seminorm. Moreover, we have

n(αh)− v(x(αh))→∞ as h→∞.
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We have that ‖ξh‖ ≥ |x(αh)|qn(αh) = qn(αh)−v(x(αh)) and therefore D cannot be bounded.

Definition 3.3.2. We will say that an O-submodule of the form (3.5) is a basic bounded

submodule of F .

The following result is necessary in order to compare compactoids and c-compacts

in the sequel.

Proposition 3.3.3. The submodules B in Proposition 3.3.1 are complete.

Proof. Let B =
∑

α∈I p
k(α)tα with (k(α))α∈I ⊂ Z ∪ {∞} satisfying conditions (i) and

(ii) in the statement of Proposition 3.3.1.

Let H be a directed set and (x(h))h∈H ⊂ B a Cauchy net. Let us denote, for each

h ∈ H, x(h) =
∑

α x(h)(α)tα with x(h)(α) ∈ pk(α) for α ∈ I.

We have that, for a fixed α ∈ I, (x(h)(α))h∈H ⊂ pk(α) is a Cauchy net. As pk(α) is

complete, the net converges to an element x(α) ∈ pk(α).

If the power series
∑

α x(α)tα defines an element x in F , then x ∈ B and x(h)→ x.

This is easy to check by induction on n (the case n = 2 may be found in §2.3).

As we have explained, multiplication µ : F × F → F is not a continuous map.

However, we may shown that it is bounded.

Proposition 3.3.4. Multiplication µ : F × F → F is a bounded map.

Proof. The argument for the proof is by induction on n. The case n = 2 is dealt with

in Proposition 2.2.9, and the same argument applies when looking at F = L{{tn−1}} or

L((tn−1))

3.4 Compactoid O-submodules

The result below outlines which basic bounded submodules of F are compactoid, and

thus describes a basis for the bornology on F generated by compactoid O-submodules.

Proposition 3.4.1. Let (k(α))α∈I ⊂ Z ∪ {∞} be a net satisfying the conditions:
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(i) For every l ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n− 1} and indices il+1, . . . , in−1 ∈ Z there is an index

j0 ∈ Z such that for every j < j0 we have k(α) =∞ for all α ∈ I(j, il+1, . . . , in−1).

(ii) For every l ∈ {1, . . . , r} and il+1, . . . , in−1 ∈ Z, there is an integer d ∈ Z such

that k(α) ≥ d for all α ∈ I(il+1, . . . , in−1) and we have that k(α) → ∞ for

α ∈ I(j, il+1, . . . , in−1), as j → −∞.

Then the O-submodule of F given by

B =
∑
α

pk(α)tα (3.6)

is compactoid.

The O-submodules of the form (3.6) are the only compactoid submodules amongst ba-

sic bounded submodules, and define a basis for the bornology on F defined by compactoid

submodules.

In the proof to this proposition we shall need to consider the projection maps to

the coefficients of the α-expansions of elements of F . For every α0 ∈ I, consider the

continuous linear form:

πα0 : F → K,
∑
α

x(α)tα 7→ x(α0).

Proof. The result holds for n = 2 as shown in §2.3.

First, let us show that the submodule B as in (3.6) is compactoid. Let Λ =∑
α p

n(α)tα be an open lattice. We will show that there exist elements x1, . . . , xm ∈ F

such that B ⊂ Λ +Ox1 + · · ·+Oxm.

Regardless of the value of r ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, there are two indices j0, j1 ∈ Z such

that

k(α) ≥ n(α), for all α ∈ I(j) with j < j0 or j > j1. (3.7)

if j0 > j1 then B ⊂ Λ and we are done. Henceforth, we assume j0 ≤ j1.

Let us examine the situation for j0 ≤ j ≤ j1. For a fixed such j, let α = (β, j) with
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β ∈ J . By induction hypothesis, the O-submodule

∑
β∈J

pk(β,j)tβ ⊂ L

is compactoid. Similarly, for a fixed such j,
∑

β p
n(β,j)tβ is an open lattice in L. There-

fore, there exist a finite number of elements yj,1, . . . , yj,mj ∈ L for which we have, for

j0 ≤ j ≤ j1, ∑
β

pk(β,j)tβ ⊂
∑
β

pn(β,j)tβ +Oyj,1 + · · ·+Oyj,mj .

Now, this implies that

j1∑
j=j0

∑
β∈J

pk(β,j)tβ

 tjn−1 ⊂
j1∑
j=j0

∑
β∈J

pn(β,j)tβ +

mj∑
s=1

Oyj,s

 tjn−1.

We rewrite this last equation as:

∑
α∈I(j)
j0≤j≤j1

pk(α)tα ⊂
∑
α∈I(j)
j0≤j≤j1

pn(α)tα +

 j1∑
j=j0

mj∑
s=1

Oyj,stjn−1

 . (3.8)

The fact that

B ⊂ Λ +

 j1∑
j=j0

mj∑
s=1

Oyj,stjn−1


follows from (3.7) and (3.8).

Second, let us show how any compactoid O-submodule of F is contained in one of

the form (3.6). Since compactoid O-submodules are bounded, it is enough to show that

any basic bounded submodule C =
∑

α p
k(α)tα is compactoid if and only if the indices

k(α) satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) in the statement of the Proposition. We proceed by

induction, the result holds for n = 2 as mentioned above.

Now, suppose C is compactoid. Then, for every j ∈ Z, the O-submodule of L given

by

Cj =
∑
β

pk(β,j)tβ

is compactoid.
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Next, we distinguish cases. Suppose that r ≤ n − 2, so that F = L((tn−1)). In

such case, by induction hypothesis, we only need to check that the indices k(α) satisfy

condition (i) for l = n − 1. But if this condition does not hold, then from the proof

of Proposition 3.3.1 we deduce that C cannot be compactoid, as it is not bounded. So

there is nothing more to say in this case.

Finally, suppose that r = n − 1, so that F = L{{tn−1}}. By hypothesis induction,

the indices k(α) satisfy condition (ii) in the statement of the Proposition for 1 ≤ l ≤

n− 2. If condition (ii) for l = n− 1 does not hold, then there is a decreasing sequence

(jh)h≥0 ⊂ Z<0 and an index αh ∈ I(jh) for each h ≥ 0 such that the sequence (k(αh))h≥0

is bounded above. Let M ∈ Z be such that k(αh) < M for every h ≥ 0. Let

n(α) =

 M, if α = αh for some h ≥ 0,

−∞ otherwise .

The net (n(α))α∈I defines an open lattice Λ =
∑

α p
n(α)tα. Now, suppose that there

are x1, . . . , xm ∈ F for which C ⊂ Λ + Ox1 + · · · + Oxm. Let us write, for 1 ≤ l ≤ m,

xl =
∑

α xl(α)tα.

Since xl(α)→ 0 for α ∈ I(j) as j → −∞, we have that there is an index k ∈ Z such

that for every j ≤ k, we have v(xl(α)) > M for every α ∈ I(j) and 1 ≤ l ≤ m. Fix an

h ≥ 0 such that jh ≤ k. Now, for such an h, we have

παh
(C) ⊂ παh

(Λ +Ox1 + · · ·+Oxm),

which implies

pk(αh) ⊂ pM + pv(x1(αh)) + · · ·+ pv(xm(αh)) = pM .

This last inclusion implies that M ≤ k(αh), a contradiction. Hence, we must have

k(α)→∞ for α ∈ I(j) as j →∞.

Definition 3.4.2. We will refer to the O-submodules of F of the form (3.6) as basic

compactoid submodules of F .

Corollary 3.4.3. The basic compactoid O-submodules of F are c-compact.
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Proof. An O-submodule of a locally convex K-vector space is c-compact and bounded

if and only if it is compactoid and complete [Sch02, Prop. 12.7]. So the result follows

from the fact that these O-submodules are bounded, compactoid and complete.

3.5 Duality

Let us discuss some issues regarding the dual space of F . We showed in Theorem 2.4.2

how in the two-dimensional case F is isomorphic in the category of locally convex K-

vector spaces to F ′c, its continuous dual space topologized using the c-topology, that is:

the topology of uniform convergence on compactoid submodules.

The c-topology is defined on the continuous dual of any n-dimensional F by the

collection of seminorms

| · |B : F ′ → R, l 7→ sup
x∈B
|l(x)|,

for any basic compactoid submodule B ⊂ F .

Our first goal in this section is to construct an isomorphism of locally convex vector

spaces F ∼= F ′c.

We have already come across some continuous nonzero linear forms on F in the

previous section, we recall that these were the projections, for every α0 ∈ I:

πα0 : F → K,
∑
α∈I

x(α)tα 7→ x(α0).

In particular, denote by π0 the continuous linear form on F constructed as in the

previous example for α0 = (0, . . . , 0) ∈ I.

We relate F and its continuous dual space. Define

γ : F → F ′, x 7→ πx, (3.9)

with

πx : F → K, y 7→ π0(xy).

Lemma 3.5.1. If x =
∑

α∈I x(α)tα and y =
∑

α∈I y(α)tα are elements in F , we have
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that

πx(y) =
∑
α∈I

x(−α)y(α) =
∑

in−1∈Z
· · ·
∑
i1∈Z

x(−i1,...,−in−1)y(i1,...,in−1).

Proof. The result becomes clear once notation is unwinded and the 0-th coefficient of

xy is taken for each parameter tl separately, for l descending from n− 1 to 1.

Lemma 3.5.2. Let w ∈ F ′. Define, for each α ∈ I, x(α) = w(t−α) ∈ K. Then, the

expression
∑

α∈I x(α)tα defines an element in F .

Proof. The result may be shown by induction; the argument is the same as in Lemma

3.5.2.

Theorem 3.5.3. The map γ : F → F ′c is an isomorphism of locally convex vector

spaces.

Proof. The map γ is linear and injective. Surjectivity follows from Lemma 3.5.2; as

if w ∈ F ′, we apply the lemma to obtain x =
∑

α∈I x(α)tα ∈ F . Then, for any

y =
∑

α∈I y(α)tα ∈ F , we have

w(y) = w

(∑
α

y(α)tα

)
=
∑
α

y(α)w(tα) =
∑
α

y(α)x(−α) = πx(y).

The second equality follows from Remark 3.2.1.

In order to show bicontinuity of γ, the argument is very similar to the one given in

the proof of Theorem 2.4.2; given a basic compactoid O-submodule B =
∑

α∈I p
k(α)tα

of F as in Proposition 3.4.1, the net (−k(−α))α∈I defines an admissible seminorm ‖ · ‖

on F . We have that, for x ∈ F ,

‖x‖ ≤ qn if and only if |πx|B ≤ qn,

which concludes the proof.

If A ⊂ F is an O-submodule, we denote Aγ = γ−1(Ap) ⊂ F , with Ap ⊂ F ′ being the

pseudo-polar of A.
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Proposition 3.5.4. Let A =
∑

α∈I p
k(α)tα ⊂ F be an O-submodule, with k(α) ∈ Z ∪

{±∞}. We have that

Aγ =
∑
α∈I

p1−k(−α)tα.

Proof. The argument is the same as the one exposed in the proof of Proposition 2.4.7.

The isomorphism γ is not unique as, for example, choosing πα for any α ∈ I instead

of π0 in the definition of γ would have given a different isomorphism. Thus, the shape

of Aγ depends ultimately on our choice of γ.

However, there are certain facts which are general for pseudo-polars of O-submodules

in any locally convex K-vector space. As such, we recall that taking the pseudo-polar

exchanges open lattices and compactoid O-submodules, and that the pseudo-bipolar of

an O-submodule is equal to its closure.

These facts are highlighted in the previous Proposition for the O-submodules of the

form
∑

α p
k(α)tα, which are closed. The facts that for an open lattice Λ we have that Λγ

is compactoid and that for a basic compactoid set B we have that Bγ is an open lattice

are evident by checking that for the nets (n(α))α∈I and (1 − n(−α))α∈I , one of them

satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 3.1.1 if and only if the other one satisfies

conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 3.4.1.

3.6 The general case

In this section, let K ↪→ F be a general n-dimensional local field over K. By struc-

ture theory, there is an r ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that F is a finite extension of F0 :=

K{{t1}} · · ·{{tr}}((tr+1)) · · ·((tn−1)) as explained in §1.3.1. Denote the degree of such

extension by e. The higher topology on F may be defined as the product topology on

F ∼= (F0)e.

Since the product topology on a product of locally convex vector spaces is again

locally convex, a higher topology on F is locally convex. Open lattices (resp. continuous

seminorms) on F may be described using Proposition 3.1.1 (resp. Proposition 3.1.3) and

Proposition 1.1.1.

Finally, from Theorem 3.5.3 we recover the existence of an isomorphism F ∼= F ′c via
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the chain

F ′ ∼= (F e0 )′ ∼= (F ′0)e ∼= ((F0)′c)
e ∼= F e0

∼= F.

Explicit nonzero continuous linear forms on F may be obtained by composing the forms

πα : F0 → K for α ∈ I with Tr F |F0
.

3.7 Other types of higher local fields

Let us center our attention, for the sake of completeness, on the higher local fields which

we have not treated in the previous.

First, suppose that char F = p. In such case, as explained in §1.3.1, there is a finite

field Fq and elements t1, . . . , tn ∈ F such that

F ∼= Fq((t1)) · · ·((tn)) .

The field Fq((t1)) is a local field and the results in this work may be applied to F if we

let K = Fq((t1)). However, after §2.7, we are only stating that the higher topology on

F is a linear topology when we regard F as a vector space over Fq. The choice between

linear-topological structures over Fq or locally convex structures over Fq((t1)) is merely

a matter of language in our case.

Now let K = R or C and denote the usual absolute value by | · |. The theory of

higher local fields is also developed by looking at complete discrete valuation fields F

that have an n-dimensional structure on them and such that F1 = K. For these, there

are t1, . . . , tn−1 ∈ F for which

F ∼= K((t1)) · · ·((tn−1)) .

As hinted at in §2.6, we can apply the archimedean theory of locally convex spaces to

study these fields.

The open disks

Dρ = {a ∈ K; |a| < ρ} , ρ ∈ Q>0 ∪ {∞}
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supply a basis of convex sets for the euclidean topology on K.

The higher topology on F is constructed by iterating the construction in §2.6.

Proposition 3.7.1. Let I = Zn−1 and (ρ(α))α∈I ⊂ Q>0 ∪ {∞} be a net restricted to

the condition:

For any l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} and fixed indices il+1, . . . , in−1 ∈ Z there is a k0 ∈ Z such

that for every k ≥ k0 we have ρ(α) =∞ for all α ∈ I(k, il+1, . . . , in−1).

The higher topology on F is locally convex and it is defined by the seminorms of the

form

‖ · ‖ : F → R,
∑
α∈I

x(α)tα 7→ sup
α∈I

|x(α)|
ρ(α)

, (3.10)

with the convention that a/∞ = 0 for any a ∈ R≥0.

Proof. The result follows from Propositions 2.6.2 and 2.6.3 and straightforward adap-

tation of the arguments used in Proposition 3.1.1 and Corollary 3.1.3.
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Topology on rational points over

higher local fields

In this chapter we will explain how to use sequential topologies in order to study sets of

rational points on schemes of finite type over higher local fields.

More generally, we will work with schemes of finite type defined over a sequential

ring: a ring R endowed with a topology for which its additive group is a topological

group and such that multiplication R × R → R is sequentially continuous. Our main

example of sequential ring is a higher local field and its rings of integers; our results will

apply immediately to this case.

Our starting point towards endowing sets of rational points over sequential rings

with topologies is similar to what is a standard procedure in the case of topological

rings, considered for the first time in [Wei82]. As such, we closely follow arguments and

notations in [Con], introducing appropriate changes when convenient in order to deal

with sequential topologies.

4.1 Affine case

Definition 4.1.1. Let R be a sequential ring, and X → Spec R an affine scheme of

finite type. Let X = Spec A. By using the topology on R, it is possible to topologize

X(R) as follows. There is a natural inclusion of sets

X(R) = HomSchR
(SpecR,X) = HomAlgR

(A,R) ⊂ HomSets(A,R) = RA.
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We endow RA with the product topology and provide X(R) ⊂ RA with the sequential

saturation of the subspace topology.

Remark 4.1.2. Before taking the sequential saturation, the inclusion map

X(R) ↪→ RA

is an embedding. After taking the sequential saturation, it is continuous but not an

embedding in general. As we will see in §4.2, taking a sequential saturation in Definition

4.1.1 is important.

Remark 4.1.3. Every element a ∈ A induces a map ϕa : X(R) → R by evaluating

R-algebra homomorphisms A→ R at a. Such a map agrees with the composition

X(R) ↪→ RA → R

where the second map is given by projection to the a-th coordinate. By the previous

remark, ϕa is continuous. We could have defined the topology on X(R) as the initial

topology for the maps {ϕa}a∈A in Seq.

There is another way to construct a topology on X(R) which is more explicit. The

choice of a closed embedding into an affine space identifies X(R) with a subset of Rn

for some n, and we may endow Rn with the product topology and X(R) ⊂ Rn with

the saturation of the subspace topology. If this procedure is taken, it is necessary to

show that this topology on X(R) does not depend on the choice of embedding into

affine space. We explain how this works, and show that it is essentially equivalent to

Definition 4.1.1.

Let us choose an R-algebra isomorphism

A ' R[t1, . . . , tn] /I (4.1)

and identify X(R) with the set V (I) of elements in Rn on which all polynomial functions

belonging to the ideal I vanish. Consider the product topology on Rn and endow X(R)

with the sequential saturation of the subspace topology.
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The choice of isomorphism corresponds to the choice of elements ai ∈ A that map

to ti (mod I) under (4.1), for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. These induce a continuous map RA → Rn by

projecting to the coordinates indexed by (a1, . . . , an). The inclusion X(R) ⊂ Rn factors

then into

X(R) ↪→ RA → Rn.

On one hand, the topology on X(R) given by Definition 4.1.1 makes all inclusions

X(R) ↪→ Rn given by choosing an R-algebra isomorphism continuous and hence provides

a stronger topology.

On the other hand, assume that X(R) is topologized according to an embedding

into Rn determined by (4.1). Every element of A is an R-polynomial in a1, . . . , an, and

R is a sequential ring. Hence, all polynomial maps Rn → R are sequentially continuous.

It follows that the inclusion map X(R) ↪→ RA is sequentially continuous. But on a

sequential space a sequentially continuous map is necessarily continuous.

Remark 4.1.4. Over the affine line A1
R = SpecR[t], the topology we have just described

on A1
R(R) = R is the sequential saturation of the topology on R.

We summarize the construction discussed above in the statement below, along with

some properties.

Theorem 4.1.5. Let R be a sequential ring. There is a unique covariant functor

AffSchR → Seq, X 7→ X(R)

which carries fibred products to fibred products, closed immersions to topological embed-

dings and gives A1
R (R) = R the sequential saturation of its topology.

If R is Hausdorff and X → SpecR is affine and of finite type, then X(R) is Hausdorff

and closed immersions X ↪→ X ′ induce closed embeddings X(R) ↪→ X ′(R).

Proof. Regarding uniqueness, although it follows from [Con, proof to Proposition 2.1]

and the universal property of sequential saturation, it is perhaps a good idea to explain

the argument. Let X → Spec R be a finite type affine scheme. Choose a closed em-

bedding X ↪→ AnR for some n ≥ 0. We look at the induced map on R-points: since we
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have compatibility with fibred products and we may view An as a product of n copies

of A1, and since closed immersions carry on to topological embeddings, X(R) ⊂ Rn is

an embedding into Rn viewed as an object in Seq. Hence, the topology is unique and

X(R) is Hausdorff whenever R is Hausdorff, for a product of Hausdorff spaces in Seq

is Hausdorff.

Regarding existence, take the topology on X(R) given by Definition 4.1.1; we check

the rest of the claimed properties. All unjustified claims are to be found in [Con,

Proposition 2.1].

If X → Y is a morphism of affine R-schemes, the natural map X(R) → Y (R) is

continuous before taking saturations and hence stays continuous after saturating.

If X ↪→ Y is a closed immersion, then the map X(R) ↪→ Y (R) is a closed embedding

before taking saturations, and this property stays true after saturating.

Finally, regarding compatibility with fibred products, the argument from [Con, loc.

cit.] applies with the only change that products of topological spaces are taken in

Seq.

Now we wish to study the behaviour of the topology defined in 4.1.1 with respect to

base change. Let R→ S be a morphism of sequential rings, as in Definition 1.2.11, and

let X → SpecR be an affine scheme of finite type. We will identify

X(S) = XS(S),

where XS = X ×R S. As XS → Spec S is an affine scheme of finite type, the topology

we will consider on XS(S) is that given by applying Definition 4.1.1 to XS → Spec S.

Proposition 4.1.6. Let R → S be a morphism of sequential rings and X → Spec R

an affine scheme of finite type. Then the natural map X(R) → X(S) is continuous.

Moreover, if R → S is an open (resp. closed) embedding, then X(R) → X(S) is an

open (resp. closed) embedding.

Proof. The natural map X(R)→ X(S) is continuous when X(R) and X(S) are viewed

as subspaces of Rn and Sn. Therefore, we may take sequential saturations. Suppose

now that R→ S is a closed immersion. Then, Rn → Sn is also a closed immersion and,
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by restricting and taking sequential saturations, so is the map X(R) → X(S). This is

also the case when we deal with an open immersion.

A construction which may also be considered in this setting is the Weil restriction.

Let R→ S be an extension of rings, and Y → SpecS be an affine scheme of finite type.

Consider the functor X : SchR → Sets defined by

X(T ) = HomSchS
(T ×R S, Y ), T ∈ Ob(SchR).

Whenever X is representable, the associated scheme is called the Weil restriction of Y

along R→ S.

Assume that R ↪→ S is an injective morphism of sequential rings such that S is a

finite type, locally free R-module and the topology on S is the quotient topology from

a presentation (equivalently, any presentation) as a quotient of a finite type free R-

module. In particular, as S is a projective R-module, the inclusion map R→ S admits

an R-linear splitting and R may be viewed as a subspace of S.

Example 4.1.7. A finite extension of higher local fields F ↪→ L satisfies the above

conditions, and so does the extension of valuation rings OF ↪→ OL.

The conditions stated above are enough to guarantee the existence of the Weil re-

striction of Y → Spec S along R ↪→ S [BLR90, §7.6].

Proposition 4.1.8. Let R ↪→ S be an injective morphism of sequential rings, such that

S is a locally free, finite type R-module. Let Y → Spec S be an affine scheme of finite

type . The Weil restriction RS|R(Y ) = X → Spec R is an affine scheme of finite type.

By definition,

X(R) = HomSchS
(SpecR×R S, Y ) = HomSchS

(Spec S, Y ) = Y (S).

The two topologies we have defined on this set agree.

Proof. The reason why this is true is because the topologies on X(R) and Y (S) already

coincide before taking sequential saturations [Con, Example 2.4].
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4.2 The general case

In order to adapt the construction explained in §4.1 to general schemes of finite type

X → Spec R, with R a sequential ring, our argument has two steps. First, we take an

affine open cover of X and use Theorem 4.1.5 to topologize the affine open sets in the

cover. Second, we need a compatibility condition in order to be able to define a topology

on X.

There are a few obstacles before we can apply this argument, which will be sorted

out by assuming further properties on the sequential ring R. Namely, we need to show

that for any open immersion of affine schemes U → X, we have an open embedding of

topological spaces U(R) ↪→ X(R). For a general ring R (even for a topological ring) this

property will not hold in general and U(R) → X(R) may even fail to be a topological

embedding.

There is one elementary example that illustrates this situation. Suppose that R is

a topological ring and consider U = Gm as the complement of the origin in the affine

line A1
R. The map U(R)→ A1

R(R) is the inclusion R× → R, which is not an embedding

unless inversion on R× is continuous, since the topology on Gm is given by Theorem

4.1.5.

From this, we gather two necessary conditions that need to be imposed on a topo-

logical ring R, if we want to be able to use our argument. The first of these conditions is

continuity of the inversion map, so that R× → R is an embedding. The second condition

is that R× is an open subset of R, so that the embedding is open.

For a sequential ring, the above example gives the inclusion R× ⊂ R, where both

sets have the topologies described in §4.1, which are sequentially saturated. In order

for this inclusion to be an open embedding, it is enough to require inversion on R to be

sequentially continuous and the subset R× to be open in R.

There is another aspect we need to worry about. Whenever X = ∪iUi is an affine

cover, we need X(R) to be covered by the subsets Ui(R). This will be the case whenever

R is local.

Remark 4.2.1. The three conditions imposed on R (sequential continuity of inversion,

openness of the unit group and being local) are analogous to the restrictions for the
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similar argument to work when R is a topological ring [Con, Proposition 3.1].

The above conditions are sufficient to extend Theorem 4.1.5 to general schemes of

finite type.

Theorem 4.2.2. Let R be a local sequential ring such that R× ⊂ R is open and such

that inversion R× → R× is sequentially continuous. There is a unique covariant functor

SchR → Seq

which carries open (resp. closed) immersions of schemes to open (resp. closed) topolog-

ical embeddings, fibred products to fibred products, and giving A1
R(R) = R the sequential

saturation of its topology.

This agrees with the construction in Theorem 4.1.5 for affine schemes. If R is

Hausdorff and X → SpecR is separated and of finite type, then X(R) is Hausdorff.

Proof. We remark that under the hypotheses on R, the inclusion R× ↪→ R is an open

embedding in Seq.

The key to the argument is showing that whenever U → X is an open immersion of

affine schemes of finite type over R, then U(R) ↪→ X(R) is an open embedding. However,

as explained in [Con, Proposition 3.1], via reducing ourselves to principal open sets and

using compatibility for fibred products in the affine case, it is enough to consider the

case U = Gm, X = A1
R. But, after saturating, R× → R is an open embedding by

hypothesis.

Finally, if X → SpecR is separated, then the diagonal morphism ∆ : X → X×RX is

a closed embedding. This implies that the induced diagonal map X(R)→ X(R)×X(R)

is a closed embedding of topological spaces (we take the product topology on the right

hand side; the claim is true already before taking sequential saturation of the product

topology and stays true after taking it). This suffices to show thatX(R) is Hausdorff.

Remark 4.2.3. Let R be a sequential ring and G→ SpecR a finite type group scheme.
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The structure morphisms

µ : G×R G −→ G,

ε : SpecR −→ G,

ι : G −→ G,

commonly referred to as multiplication, unit and inversion, together with their proper-

ties, turn the set G(R) into a group after taking R-points. Since the topology we have

constructed is functorial, G(R) becomes a topological group.

Remark 4.2.4. This result cannot be applied in full generality to a higher local field F

equipped with a higher topology. F is a sequential local ring in which F× ⊂ F is open,

as it is the complement of a singleton in a Hausdorff space. However, the inversion map

x 7→ x−1 fails to be sequentially continuous.

Remark 4.2.5. Since the residue map ρ : OF → F is continuous and the topology on

F is Hausdorff, the maximal ideal pF = ρ−1({0}) is a closed set. Since OF is local,

O×F = OF \ pF is open in OF . Inversion on O×F is sequentially continuous, and this

means that Theorem 4.2.2 may also be applied to the ring OF .

Remark 4.2.6. By iteration of the argument in the previous remark, Theorem 4.2.2

may also be applied to OF and to any of the higher rank valuation rings of F , displayed

in (1.4).

Regarding the behaviour of this topology under base change, Proposition 4.1.6 holds

if we remove the affineness condition on X. The reason is that in order to check the

conditions stated, we may restrict ourselves to an affine open subscheme, for which

Proposition 4.1.6 is valid. For the sake of completeness, we state this result as a propo-

sition.

Proposition 4.2.7. Let R → S be a morphism of sequential rings with R and S sat-

isfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.2. Let X → Spec R be a scheme of finite type.

Then, the map X(R) → X(S) is continuous. Moreover, if R → S is an open (resp.

closed) immersion, then X(R)→ X(S) is also an open (resp. closed) immersion.
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Conclusions and future work

This final chapter will serve as a place where we can collect some final conclusions and

outline several open directions of work. We have separated these into two categories,

according to whether they arise from Chapters §2 and §3 on one hand, or Chapter §4

on the other.

5.1 On the interaction of functional analysis with higher

local fields

We hope that our description of higher topologies using locally convex structures makes

the topic more accessible to wider audiences as, particularly, our approach to the topic

using seminorms gives a flavour of these spaces being metric-like, in the sense that the

topology can be described using open balls.

Among the new objects established after proving local convexity of higher topologies,

the associated Von-Neumann bornology and the bornology generated by compactoid

submodules are worth remarking. In particular, compactoidicity seems to be a concept

that plays well with open lattices through duality and polarity.

Our results open an interesting new connection between functional analysis over

nonarchimedean fields and higher number theory, and the results in this thesis are

merely the first steps in the exploration of this connection.

Nonarchidemean functional analysis is a theory which, although having developed

initially by mirroring the analogous archimedean theory, finds applications to several
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areas of number theory, such as the theory of p-adic representations and p-adic differ-

ential equations. From this point of view, it does not come as a surprise to realise that

it provides a language specially suited for dealing with spaces which are large, as is the

case of a higher local field.

We outline some directions which we consider interesting to explore in order to apply

and extend the results in this work.

O-linear locally convex approach to higher topology. In Corollary 2.1.6 we have

shown how K((t)) is an LF-space, and we have been able to deduce many properties from

this fact. This is not the case in mixed characteristics: the field K{{t}} is not a direct

limit of K-vector spaces. It is, however, a direct limit of O-modules by construction.

The development of a theory of locally convex O-modules, with topologies defined

by seminorms, and the constructions arising within that theory, particularly those of

initial and final locally convex topologies, would allow us to recover on one hand the

results we have established for K((t)), and on the other hand they would let us describe

K{{t}} as a direct limit of perhaps nice O-modules; this could be an extremely helpful

contribution to the study of mixed characteristic two-dimensional local fields.

More generally, structure and topology on higher local fields may be studied success-

fully as an iteration of applications of inverse limits in the form of completions and direct

limits in the form of localizations. In order to describe functional analytic structures

that hold in any dimension and regardless of the characteristic type of F , it seems that

two initial ingredients are necessary: a theory of locally convex O-modules and a study

of which functional analytic properties of these modules are preserved after taking direct

and inverse limits.

Study of L(F ). As we have explained in Chapter §2, the ring of continuous K-linear

endomorphisms of a two-dimensional local field can be topologized and studied from a

functional analytic point of view. It contains several relevant two-sided ideals defined

by imposing certain finiteness conditions to endomorphisms. The most important of

such ideals is the subspace of nuclear maps. Nuclear endomorphisms of a locally convex

space play a distinguished role in the study of the properties of such space. In par-
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ticular, the usual trace map on finite-rank operators extends by topological arguments

to the subspace of nuclear endomorphisms. Establishing a characterization of nuclear

endomorphisms of two-dimensional local fields is an affordable goal.

Multiplicative theory of higher local fields. Multiplication µ : F × F → F on a

higher local field F is not continuous as explained in §3.2. It is a well-known fact that

the map µ is sequentially continuous, and the sequential topological properties of higher

topologies have been studied and applied successfully to higher class field theory [Fes01].

We have also applied them successfully to the study of rational points of schemes over

higher local fields in Chapter §4.

Besides this, for any x ∈ F , the linear maps

µ(x, ·) : F → F,

µ(·, x) : F → F

are continuous. This means that, in the terms of [Sch02, §17], µ is a separately con-

tinuous bilinear map and therefore induces a continuous linear map of locally convex

spaces

µ : F ⊗K,ι F → F, (5.1)

where F ⊗K,ι F stands for the tensor product F ⊗K F topologized using the inductive

tensor product topology.

This suggests that besides the applications of the theory of semitopological rings to

the study of arithmetic properties of higher local fields [Yek92], we have the following

new approach to the topic: a higher local field F is a locally convex K-vector space

endowed with a continuous linear map µ : F ⊗K,ι F → F satisfying the usual axioms of

multiplication.

After Proposition 3.3.4, another possible way to look at a higher local field and deal

with its multiplicative structure is as a bornological K-algebra, that is: F is a K-algebra

endowed with a bornology (that generated by bounded submodules or compactoid sub-
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modules) such that all K-algebra operations

σ : F × F → F (addition),

ε : K × F → F (scalar multiplication),

µ : F × F → F

are bounded.

It is interesting to decide if the arithmetic properties of F can be recovered from

these contexts, and it would even more interesting to establish new connections between

this functional analytic approach to higher topology and the arithmetic of F .

Functional analysis on adelic rings and modules over them. There are sev-

eral two-dimensional adelic objects which admit a formulation as a restricted product

of two-dimensional local fields and their rings of integers, which in our characteristic

zero context were introduced by Beilinson [Bĕı80] and Fesenko [Fes10] (see [Mor, §8] for

a discussion of the topic). From what we have exhibited in Chapter §2, these adelic

objects may be studied using the theory of locally convex spaces, archimedean or nonar-

chimedean.

Topological approach to higher measure and integration. The study of measure

theory, integration and harmonic analysis on two-dimensional local fields is an interesting

problem. A theory of measure and integration has been developed on two-dimensional

local fields F by lifting the Haar measure of the local field F [Fes03], [Mor10b]. This

theory relies heavily on the relation between F and F . The approach to measure and

integration on F using the functional theoretic tools arising from the relation between

F and K could yield an alternative integration theory.

Establishing a relevant class of subsets of a higher local field which is inde-

pendent of choice of coefficient fields. The dependence of higher topologies on

choices of coefficient fields as soon as char F = 0 is a well-known handicap of the the-

ory. For this reason, showing a class of subsets of F with an interesting topological or

functional analytic property and which would remain stable under change of coefficient
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field would be extremely important.

Functional analytic characterization of rings of integers. We have not dealt

with the different rings of integers of a higher local field in Chapter §3 on purpose: al-

though they are O-submodules which are very relevant for arithmetic purposes, as high-

lighted already by comparing K((t)) and K{{t}} in Chapter §2, the functional analytic

properties of such rings change drastically according to the characteristic of the residue

field. It would also be interesting to establish whether there is a relevant topological

or analytic property which highlights the relevance of these arithmetically interesting

O-submodules. In particular, can we characterize any of the rings of integers of a higher

local field as the maximal subring of the field having a particular analytic property?

5.2 Rational points on schemes over higher local fields

After introducing the topologies on rational points over higher local rings of integers, it

is natural to ask ourselves what are the properties of the resulting spaces, and the work

presented here only encompasses the very first steps in this direction.

On one hand, using sequential topologies is a good approach to the topic as, after

all, the problem that we tackle requires us to be able to say something about continuity

of polynomial maps Rn → R; if R is a topological ring this is the case and if R is a

sequential ring then such maps are sequentially continuous. If we use any other of the

existing approaches to higher topologies, their linear nature makes it not possible to

deduce anything about such polynomial maps.

On the other hand, determining a topology up to its sequential saturation in practice

means that the only thing we know about this topology is the behaviour of its sequences;

this does not determine the topology unless the space is, for example, first-countable.

Despite many of the computations involving continuity on a higher local field are of a

sequential nature, it is unclear whether sequential information will suffice for the study

of spaces of rational points over higher local fields.

Allow us to suggest a list of problems and directions of work regarding rational points

of schemes over higher local fields.
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Reduction maps. These are a particular case of base change. For a higher local field

F of dimension n ≥ 1 endowed with a higher topology, F also is endowed with a higher

topology (if F is finite, we consider the discrete topology), and the topologies on F and

F are compatible.

If X → SpecOF is of finite type, flat and irreducible, then the reduction map

ρ : X(OF )→ XF (F )

is surjective [Liu02, Prop. 10.1.36]. Besides the map ρ being continuous by Proposition

4.2.7, one can say more in certain cases. For example, if X = A1
OF

, then ρ is open: we

are dealing with the map ρ : OF → F with respect to the sequential topologies and, since

these are group topologies, it is enough to check that the image of a sequentially open

neighbourhood of zero in OF is sequentially open in F . The obvious argument works

because we are able to choose very particular lifts of elements of a sequence converging

to zero in F . The same argument could be adapted to the case X = AnOF
.

A general argument along these lines would not be possible: affine schemes may be

viewed as closed embeddings into affine spaces and the restriction of an open map to a

closed subspace is not necessarily open.

It would be very interesting to know if the two topologies on either side of the map

ρ are related. More precisely: is ρ open, perhaps under certain conditions on X? If not,

is it at least a quotient mapping?

Integration on rational points over two-dimensional local fields. The extension

of two-dimensional integration to sets of rational points over higher local fields would be

a very important achievement in the direction of a better understanding of the arithmetic

of higher dimensional schemes.

More precisely, harmonic analysis on rational points over higher local fields would

be very helpful for the study of sets of rational points over higher adelic rings and

establishment of a theory of higher dimensional Tamagawa numbers.

It seems that a good understanding of the topology of these spaces, as well as the

relation between topology and two-dimensional measure, could be an important contri-
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bution in this direction.

Points over higher adelic rings. There are several higher adelic objects which may

be defined as a restricted product of higher local fields.

In the work of Fesenko in dimension two [Fes10] there are several rings that may be

realised as a restricted product of higher local fields and rings.

In Beilinson’s general simplicial approach to higher adeles on noetherian schemes

[Hub91], some of the adelic objects described are also definable in terms of restricted

products of higher local fields.

It seems that an approach to endowing sets of rational points over such higher adelic

rings with topologies would require the use of the results in this work as a starting point.

Representation theory of algebraic groups over two-dimensional local fields.

Such representation theory has been developed by Gaitsgory and Kazhdan [GK04] and

Braverman and Kazhdan [BK06] among others.

Algebraic groups over two dimensional local fields and their central extensions are

a generalization of formal loop groups and are related to a generalization of a class of

affine Kac-Moody groups. Hence the results in this work can find applications in the

corresponding representation theory.

Properness and a sequential analogue of compactness. Suppose that K is a

one-dimensional local field, and that X is an algebraic variety over K. Then we have

the following result.

Theorem 5.2.1. X is complete if and only if for every finite field extension L|K, the

space X(L) is compact.

See [Lor07] for a beautiful proof to this theorem, the main ingredients of which are

the valuative criterion for properness and Hensel’s Lemma. A possible interpretation of

this result is that compactness of the spaces of rational points of an algebraic variety

over a local field characterizes completeness.

If we replace K by a higher local field F , the spaces X(F ′) for proper finite type

schemes X → Spec F and finite extensions F ′|F are the relevant higher dimensional
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analogues. Is there any notion of compactness for these spaces which would enable us

to prove a generalization of this one-dimensional theorem?
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